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NOMINATION

FRIDAT» OCTOBER 1, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Buildii^, Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Wellstone, Jeffords, Hatch, and
Durenberger.

Opening Statement of Senator Kennedy

The Chairman. Well come to order.

The National Labor Relations Board is a small agency, but its

mission is an essential one, not only for the parties and advocates
appearing before it, but idso to the larger American society as a
whole. It is tiie agency we depend on to enforce the laws that bring

stability to our system of industrial relations.

Every nominee to the National Labor Relations Board who comes
before this committee brings a perspective that is informed by the

nominee's own experience. In recent years, many were manage-
ment lawyers. Otners had been in Government service prior to

their being nominated. Few, if any, have had the range of experi-

ence that Bill Gould will bring to this position. He has the distinc-

tion of having been a practitioner on all sides of labor issues.

He has represented management for 3 years at a distinguished

law firm in New York City. He has represented the United Auto
Workers in Detroit for a year. For 2 years, he was an attorney for

the National Labor Relations Board, assisting and drafting Board
decisions for then Chairman Frank McCulloch and member How-
ard Jenkins—^Mr. Jenkins is with us today—both of whom were
originally appointed by President Kennedy and served long and re-

spected terms at the Board. The varied experience he gained in

each of tiiese roles will give him a unique and rich perspective as

chairman of the Board.
In addition to this extensive background as a practitioner, for the

past 25 years he has worked as an academic ana an arbitrator, and
this service has added immensely to his wealth of knowledge and
experience. Professor Gould has tau^t labor law to hundreds of

law students; his research and writings have earned him a distin-

guished chair at Stanford Law School, one of the most prestigious

law schools in the country. Professor Gould could have confined his

activities to Stanford, but instead, he chose to become active as an

(1)



arbitrator and to assist labor and management in reaching amica-
ble resolutions of their disputes.

Professor Grould's arbitration experience is probably the best indi-

cator of how he will perform in tiie role of member and chairman
of the National Labor Relations Board. He has sat as a sole arbi-
trator on cases and together with the labor and management rep-
resentatives as the neutral member of tripartite arbitration panels.
He has sat on numerous grievance arbitration cases deciding
whether emplovees should be disciplined under the terms of the
contract ana the custom of the shop floor and whether various
management or union acts violated tne parties' collective bargain-
ing agreement As an arbitrator in "interest arbitration" cases, he
has had to make difficult choices as to the terms of the contract
he should impose when labor and management could not agree on
Uiose terms tnemselves.
Over and over, both labor and management have placed their

trust in Bill Gould to resolve their disputes. That is the most per-
suasive evidence the Senate could have that Bill Gould will be a
fair, impartial, and judicious chairman of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board.

I hope he will spend at least a short time this morning sharing
with us his experiences resolving disputes among the managers
and players in professional sports. He appears to be unscauied
from those disputes. We have received letters praising his impar-
tiality from representatives on both sides.

Bin Gould has the rare combination of experience, independence,
impartiality and balance which will make him an outstanding
member and chairman of the National Li^r Relations Board. Ana
if there were anv questions about his judgment, he solved them for

me when I found out he is a Boston Red Sox fan. [Lau|^ter.]
Senator Durenberger. That presents me with a problem, Mr.

Chairman.
The Chairman. Just before recognizing Senator Durenberger, I

want to mention that Senator K^sebaum wants to extena her
apologies to Mr. Gould. She has a statement for the record and
wants the record kept open for a week, and she will submit written
questions.

All of us know what an involved and active member of this com-
mittee she is. I spoke with her a httle while ago, and she is not
feeling quite up to speed this morning, so she wanted me to extend
her regrets. I am very grateful to her for letting us move ahead
with the hearing. I know she is tireless in meeting her responsibil-
ities as the ranlung minority member of the committee, ana we cer-

tainly would want to accommodate her particularly when she is

feeling under the weather. But she indicated that we should go
ahead, and I am very grateful to her for that

[The prepared statement of Senator Kassebaum follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Kassebaum

Mr. Chairman, Professor Gould ha*' spent many years in the field

of labor relations and obviously is well-versed m the workings of

the National Labor Relations Board.
As a professor at Stanford Law School, he has written exten-

sively on labor issues and those publications were very clear about
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the direction in which he wants to take our system of labor rela-

tions.

Within the last year, Professor Gould published a book, entitled

Agenda for Reform, in which he sets forth his vision of the labor

law reform for our country. I find many of the ideas in that book

quite troubling.

Many of the changes advocated in that book can only be accom-

plished through action by Congress or the Supreme Court But oth-

ers are clearly within the Boara's purview.

The fact is that the NLRB has broad authority and discretion to

shape the law. At this time, our economy can ill-afFord the disrup-

tion and uncertainty that will result if the Board is used as a plat-

form for labor law reform.

Regardless of whether the changes to the law can be made
through the Board or by Congress, I must question whether Profes-

sor ^uld, in good conscience, can preside over the independent

agencv when he has so severely criticized the underlying statute

that tne agency oversees.

The Chadiman. Senator Durenberger.

Opening Statement of Senator Durenberger

Senator Durenberger, Mr. Chairman, let me start with base-

ball, because I can't add a thing to your statement It was a perfect

statement, and it says a lot about a splendid individual, and one

of the things I asked Bill Gould after 1 met with him was, ''Why

do you want to leave all of that for this?"

I was impressed by how much people you don't expect to know
about baseball do know about baseball, and I won't argue about his

preferences in teams. But when you mentioned the Sox and I think

of the Twins, I put it in the context of the Frank Viola trade. I

mean, we win the World Series in 1987, and that's the biggest

thing that ever happened in anybody's life in Minnesota, and Andy
McPhail gets rid of FVank Viola. So somewhere during the follow-

ing year, Andy was here in Washington, DC, and there is a little

dining room downstairs that the Senators all know about, which is

sort of like the roundtable at some of these clubs, where the guys

who don't have anvbody to take them to lunch go to lunch with

each other sort of thing. Well, this is what some Senators do.

And Uiere are a couple of wonderful, older gentlemen who work

there, and they are very quiet and never share what's on their

minds or anything. So I just opened the door to let Andy see the

Repubhcan Senators sit at one table, and Democrat Senators sit at

the other, and I just wanted him to see this phenomenon.

So one of these elderly gentlemen was tnere, and I introduced

Andy to him. I said, This is Andy McPhail, the ^neral manager
of the Twins." And this guy, who sort of shows his age, is sort of

bent at the shoulders a little bit, snaps up like this, and in a 5-

minute tirade, takes on the manager of the Twins to tell him what

a lousy trade that was—and he knows everything about the Twins,

he knows everything about Frank, he knows everything about ev-

erything. And he had this thing totally analyzed.

So I learn a lot from those experiences, and I am reminded of

them, that there is a quality about people whose expertise shines,

as the chairman says yours does, in your particular field of profes-



siona] endeavor, but who also have a passion for the American pas-

time. It says a lot about them.
I do have a different statement that I will put in the record, Mr.

Chairman.
The Chairman. It will be so included.

[The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Durenberger

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to be here for today's hearing on
the confirmation of Professor William B. Gould IV. I am looking

forward to todav*s testimony.

The National Labor Relations Board must prevent and remedy
unfair labor practices by employers and labor organizations, and
conduct fair employee representation elections. As such, it is

charged with the supremely difficult task of assiirSing the peaceful

resolution of labor-management disputes, protecting the rights of

both employees and employers, and ensuring that American indus-

try is prepared to meet ttie challenges of the competitive global

marketplace.
I have reviewed Professor Gould's background and writings. I

have met personally with Professor Gould. And I must say, I nave
been very impressed by his scholarship, his substantive knowledge
of labor relations law, his profound commitment to public service,

and his passion for the American Pastime.
I hope today's hearing will shed further light on Professor

Gould's qualifications to serve as Chairman of the National Labor
Relations Board
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
The nominee is accompanied tiere this morning by some of my

very ^ood friends, both in the Senate and in the House. Well start

off with our colleagues from California, and HI recognize Senator
Boxer for whatever comments she wishes to make.

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA BOXER, A UjS. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator Boxer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, you have always been very sensitive to witnesses

who appear before you, but how you could, before Senator Feinstein

and I and Congresswoman Eshoo, speak out in behalf of Bill Gould
to tell us he is a Red Sox fan when the San Francisco Giants are

in the fight for their lives—but I will forgive you, Mr. Chairman,
and proceed as if you never said that, because even though you
have told me that, I am still extremely enthusiastic about Bill

Gould, for a very good reason.
I would ask tnat my statement be put in the record, and Fll sum-

marize it, if that's all ri^t with you.
The Chairman. All the statements will be included as if read.

Senator Boxer. Obviously, we are delighted with this nomination,

not only because Bill Gould is a Califomian, but because he brings

a sense of fairness and intelligence to the NLRB. You will hear a

lot about Mr. Gould's views. He is a prolific author of many schol-

arly and popular press articles. But I think the one theme that

stands out ^r all of us is his strength, because he really has a

sense of fairness for democracy in the workplace; he understands



the needs of management and the needs of labor, which is essen-

tial.

As a member of the National Academy of Arbitrators, Mr. Gould
has presided over 200 cases in nearly a quarter of a century. First

admitted to the Academy at the age of 33, one of the youngest
members ever to join, that broad range of experience has taught
him to find that delicate bedance between competing interests. He
realizes the critical role labor-management cooperation will play as

our industries face restructuring. He supports easing restrictions

which prevent companies from forming more labor-management
committees to work out their differences, before they lead to

strikes, so we can avoid strikes. And he knows as a baseball fan

and as an arbitrator, in Uie 1992 salary disputes in migor league

baseball, that it is ver^ hard to hit a home run as management if

your players are not willing to run around the bases.

A Stanford law professor since 1972, Mr. Gould has also studied

all aspects of our labor laws and their effects on this Nation. And
I think in this combination, the President has combined the inde-

pendence of the scholar and yet the practical experience of the ne-

gotiator.

In closing, I think the comments of a Bay area lawyer say it

very, very well, when he said: *What you are goiner to see is some-
body whose f\indamental interest is protecting emplcnree ri^ts, but
that is counterbalanced by the reahty that if you don't have em-
plovers, you don't have emplovees."
So thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to

add my voice to this wonderful nomination.
The CHAmMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Feinstein.

STATEMENT OF HON. DIANNE FEINSTEIN, AUA SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to add my words to those of my colleagues and par-

ticularly commend Professor Gould, who hails from my alma mater.

And I would like to ask him a question: Are you going to trade in

the' 49ers for the Redskins?
Mr. Gouu). Never, never. And Tm for the Giants in the National

League, also.

Senator Feinstein. That's very important, because Stanford now
has. of course. Bill Walsh as coach, so we expect to see the Stanford

football team become one of the great college teams.
It is aJso a pleasure for me to introduce Bill Gould to you, Mr.

Chairman and members. My colleague has outlined his scholarly

pursuits and his practical experience in labor law, and I think

what distinguishes him is the fact that he recognizes the chal-

lenges that the modem labor movement has and the need to really

develop a new era of cooperation to improve our country's competi-

tiveness and also our workers' living standards.

Before he taught at Stanford, he was a visiting professor at Har-
vard and a number of foreign institutions, including Cambridge
and the University of Tokyo.
Among his books and articles are some interesting titles: "A

Primer on American Labor Law''; "Black Workers in White Unions:



Job Discrimination in the United States"; "Japan's Reshaping of
American Labor LaV; "Strikes, Dispute Procedures and Arbitra-
tions: Essays on Labor Law."

In his most recent book, 'Agenda for Reform: The Future of Em-
ployment Relationships and the Law." Professor Gould has laid out
an ambitious plan for revitalizing laiMr-management relations and
reforming the NLRB. He is a firm believer in worker-management
cooperation and suggests that labor law should be amended to en-

courage employee mvolvement teams and resolution of disputes
without Federal or State intervention.

He has been a member of the National Academy of Arbitrators

since 1970 and is often praised by both labor and management.
And I might say, having been mayor of a dty and having gone
through I would say maybe 2 dozen big strikes in my day, that it

is very difGoilt to find someone who is praised both by manage-
ment and \ahoT—and when vou do, you generally have somelxxly
who is very, verv unusual. I think that is the capabibty that he
will bring to the NLRB. I believe he is the right person at the right

time in what has been a deteriorating mission over the past decade
or so, with the standards of working men and women deteriorated,

the need for competitiveness, the need for people who can bring to-

gether management and labor and really forge some of the work
ethics of the niture.

I think this is the man for that job, and I am verv pleased to in-

troduce him and recommend him to this distinguished committee.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
We are deUghted to have our colleagues and friends who know

you speak so strongly in your favor, and we are glad to have them
remain with us through the course of the hearmg, but we know
thev have other responsibilities, so if they have to leave, we will

understand.
We welcome also our two good friends who were good enough to

come over from the House of Representatives, individuals whom we
have worked with over a long period of time.

Congressman Clay, we're delighted to hear from you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM CLAY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. Clay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

I am honored to appear here this morning on behalf of the mem-
bers of the Congressional Black Caucus to join in the introduction

of Bill Gould and to express our unequivocal and enthuEiastic sup-

port for his nomination to become chairman of the National Labor
Relations Board.

I am especially pleased to be a part of this panel as we join him
before the committee because this is a gentleman who brings excep-

tionsil intellect and a body of experience in this arena that is with-

out peer.

I nave known of Bill Gould throughout my public career, and I

am acquainted with his record of service in our communities and
the Nation as a whole. I have been asked by my colleagues in the

Congressional Black Caucus to appear before you today to State

our support for this nominee in tne strongest possible terms. If



ever there was an individual who embodies both the breadth of

knowledge and a wealth of experience in the resolution of labor dis-

putes, it is Bill Gould.
In more than 200 single instances, he has been selected by both

management and labor to function as an arbitrator and mediator,
demonstrating his reputation as an even-handed and fair nego-

tiator.

His academic preparation speaks for itself, the particulars of

which have been presented to you. His are sterling credentials

which command respect from both sides of the aisle—^the leader-

ship of corporate America and organized labor. T^e diversity in his

work experience includes a unique portfolio of cases where he has
successfully represented clients against both union representatives

and employers in major employment discrimination class actions.

A member of the Nations Academy of Arbitrators since 1970, an
acclaimed legal scholar and prolific author. Bill Gould has distin-

guished himself in every fiela of endeavor which touches on labor-

management relations.

Mr. Chairman, time limitations beg for brevitv, but I would be
remiss if I did not address the challenges whidi have been leveled

at this exceptional nominee. There are those who would have vou
believe that Bill Gould has such close ties to organized labor that

he would be rendered ine^ective in this crucial role. To his detrac-

tors, we say without reservation: Bill Gould is a man whose every

energy has prepared him to hold this office. His record can with-

stana the scrutinv and challenge of every standard of fairness and
objectivity. His scnolarship, his negotiating skills and his brilliance

are character references in their own rig^t
As members of the Congressional Black Caucus, we ask your ex-

peditious affirmation of this nomination and finu confirmation of

Bill Gould as chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

I want to thank you. Senator and the committee for allowing me
this opportunity to speak.

The Chairman. Thank you. You are very good to come by, and
we appreciate very much that strong endorsement from yourself

and from the caucus.
I am delighted to welcome a wonderful personal friend of mine,

a distinguished Congresswoman from Northern California, a person

whose good judgment I have extraordinary appreciation for, since

she supported me in 1980.
Ms. EsHOO. I still celebrate that. Senator.
The Chairman. Anna, we're glad to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. ANNA G. ESHOO, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Ms. ElSHOO. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of this

distinguished committee. It is an honor to be here this morning
and a personal privilege as well to be before you committee, Mr.
Chairman, and to be here to introduce you to Mr. William Gould,

the Charles A. Beardslev Professor of Law at Stanford University

and truly one of the top legal scholars in our Nation.

His academic credentials are far too numerous for me to enumer-
ate. Suffice it to say that his impeccable record truly speaks for it-

self.
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Throughout his distinguished career, Professor Gould has been a
prominent mediator, and I think that this point needs to be under-
scored again and again, because the skills that he has gained and
the respect and the regard that he has of his peers throughout the
country in this area, I beheve will serve the National L^Mr Rela-
tions Board as its chairman exceedingly well.

As a member of the National Academy of Arbitrators since 1970,
Professor Gould has arbitrated and mediated more than 200 labor
disputes, including the 1989 wage dispute between the Detroit Fed-
eration of Teachers and the Bo€ml of Education of that city, as well
as the 1992 salary disputes between the Mcgor League Baseball
Players Association and the Migor League Baseball Player Rela-
tions Committee, which my colleagues mentioned earlie:

As the representatives of the 14th Congressional District of Cali-

fornia, I am proud to both introduce and recommend Professor
Gould to vou and to vour committee, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to add that in my comings and goings at Stanford
University over the years, there is an ofBce on a certain floor at

the law school, where you can barely get in and out of that office

because of all the piles of papers that are stacked there. It is the
office that students, I believe, most frequent, because they have
sought his counsel, they understand his wisdom, they have bene-
fited from this gentle, intelligent man and his great intellect. And
I have no question that he will serve this Nation exceedingly well
and make the workplace a better place for all of us.

So thank you for the privilege of being here before you this morn-
ing in this distinguished committee, and I would like to submit my
statement for the record.

The Chairman. It will be included, and thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Eshoo follows:]

PSEPASRD dTATKMKNT OP REPRESENTATIVE ESHOO

Mr. Chairman, I would like to cubinit my statement for the record and request
6 da3rt to revise and extend my remarks.
Mr. Chairman, I have the great pleasure of introducing to you Mr. William Gould,

the Charles A. Beardsley professor of law at Stanford University and one of the top
lend scholars in our Nation.
His academic credentials are far too numerous for me to enumerste—auffioe it to

say that his impeccable record speaks for itself.

Throughout his distinguished career. Professor Gould has been a prominent medi-
ator, which is critical for anv diainnan of the National Labor Relations Board.
A member of the National Academy of Arbitrators since 1970, Professor Gould has

arbitrated and mediated more than 200 labor disputes, including the 1969 wsge dis-

pute between the Detroit Federation of Teachers and the Board of Education of that
city as well as the 1992 salary dismites between the Major League Baseball Players
Association and the Mi^r League Baseball Player Relations Committee.
As the representative of the 14th Congressional District of California, I am proud

to both introduce and recommend Professor Gould to you and yoiir committee, Mr.
Chairman.

I know that his background, keen intellect, and outstanding leadership qualities

will serve our country well. Thank you.

The Chairman. We appreciate both of you being here. W wel-

come your continued attendance, and understand if you have to be
on your way.
Mr. Gould, you're off to a wonderful start
Mr. Gould. I feel that I should just remain silent now, Senator.
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The Chairman. It's all downhill from here, we hope, but we're

not sure that will be the case. But anyway, we'd be glad to hear
from you now.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. GOULD IV, NOMINATED TO BE
CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

Mr. Gould. Thank you. Senator Kennedy, members of the com-
mittee. It is a pleasure and an honor to be here with you today,

and I want to thank Senator Feinstein and Senator Boxer and Con-
gressman Clay and Congresswoman Eshoo for their very kind and
generous introductions.

I will not go throui^ my entire statement, which you have al-

ready noted is part of the record. Senator.

I woiUd begin by saying that, as you know. President Clinton

nominated me to oe a member of tne National Labor Relations

Board on August 5 of this year. I believe it was transmitted to the

Senate on August 6. And he has expressed his intention to name
me as chairman if and when I am confirmed by the U.S. Senate.

I am honored by President Clinton's expression of the confidence

in me. and I am grateful to him for nominating me. If I am con-

firmed by the Senate as a member and named by him as chairman,
I shall do my best to leave a 5-year record at the Board which is

of the highest quality professional competence and dedication; in

short, one which will reflect upon the Clinton administration well

and its own professional judgment
So that you will know a little better who you have before you,

I would like to provide you with some information about me, my
views, and my aspirations for my tenure at the Board.

I was bom in Boston, MA on July 16, 1936, and I was raised in

Long Branch, NJ from 1940 to 1954. Prior to residing in California,

I lived in Detroit where, as noted, I was on the staff of the Auto
Workers in New York, where I represented management and then
in Washington, DC, wnere I was with the Board. I have resided in

Stanford, CA since 1972.
My great-grandparents, the first William Benjamin Gould, of

Wilmington, NC, and Cornelia Read of Charleston, SC, were slaves.

My great-grandmother fled from South Carolina to Nantucket, MA
in the 1850's. before the Civil War, and my great-grandfather set

sail fVom Wilmington with seven other contrabands to board the

Union ship, the U.S.S. Cambridge on September 22, 1862, and he
was mustered into the United States Navy on October 1 and served

with the Navy until his honorable discharge in Charlestown, MA
on September 26, 1865.

From 1871 on to his death in 1923, he resided in Dedham, MA.
A mason by trade, he was one of the founders of the Episcopal

Church of The Good Shepherd in Dedham, where I was baptized.

His six sons, my grandfatner, William B. Grould, Jr., and five great

uncles, followed, in his footsteps in the United States military, my
grandfather as a sergeant in the 6th Regiment of the Massachu-
setts Volunteers in the Spanish American War and my great-uncles

as officers in France in World War I.

These men were the backbone of our country, and their commit-

ment to our Nation, their views about religion and life here on this

earth shaped my views and philosophy since I was a small child.
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In trut' their views, particularly as reshaped and transmitted to

me by / parents, induced me to focus upon the law as a career

in the early ISSCs.
If I have contributed anything of value to my fellow man and

woman, it is because of my parents, Mrs. Leah Felts Gould and
William B. Gould, III, now deceased. They provided me with un-
qualified love, an understanding of how they would not allow the
racial discrimination visited upon them and their forebears to de-

feat them, and the sense that the horizon was boundless if I ap-

plied my -If.

No event has been professionally more significant for me than
the U.S. Supreme C -irt's declaration that segregation in pubhc
sdiools was unconstiiutional when I was a nigh school senior.

Then, as now, the law has been a si^ificant vehicle to diminish
inequity in our society and unfairness m our society.

I came to the law as a profession because the rule of law has rep-

resented a beacon of hope against centuries of injustice in our
country and because I see it as a principal decisionmaking process

which is above and beyond day-to-day immediate political passions.

In my adult professional life, I have practiced law, and that part
of my work has been noted by others. I have argued before the
United States circuit courts in the District of Columbia, the third,

the sixth, and the ninth circuits, and I have representee labor ana
management in the negotiation of agreements as well as in the
practice of law.

Prior to my moving from the role of private practitioner and the
academic arena, I began to arbitrate, mediate, engage in fact-find-

ing in a number of (usputes in both the public and private sector.

I have ruled in favor of employers in approximately 59 percent of

the cases where the award was clearly in favor of one party or the

oUier, and when you count so-called split decisions—that is to say,

where neither side is a clear winner or loser—I have ruled in favor

of management in 54 percent of those cases in toto, and I have
served on a number of panels.

As has been noted here. Senators, a genuine highlight of my ar-

bitral career was my role in resolving baseball salary disputes in

1992 and 1993. Baseball salary arbitrators are instructed to con-

clude the cases expeditiously, and I have done so. But I must con-

fess to this committee that it has been my desire to hold those

cases forever, so fascinating is the statistical treasure trove of evi-

dence presented and the use to which it is put by these very skilled

advocates for the parties, the Mcyor League Player Relations Com-
mittee and the Major League Baseball Players Association.

These arbitrations, along with my baseball journalism of these

past 7 years, which has not been alluded to thus far, have per-

mitted me to obtain proximity to both management and players of

the team that I have passionately supported since 1946, the Boston
Red Sox.
And I should say. Senator Boxer, that I am very much emotion-

ally involved in what is happening this week with my good pal.

Dusty Baker, whom I really hke very much ind I count as a close

personal friend. I don't know what happenea to us last night, but
I hope the Giants prevailed, because if they did, we would be in

a virtual tie for first place.
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Of course, in the World Series between the Red Sox and Giants,

ni have to beg your indulgence on that.

Should the Senate confirm me, it would bring me within real

striking distance of Fenway Park, the beauteous ball park that I

have adored ever since I was a sandlot yoimgster participating in

family summer excursions to Dedham and listening to the short-

wave radio that my father fixed up for me in New Jersey so that

I could hear first-hand the feats of the great, really the greatest as

far as I am concerned, that there have ever been—^Williams, Doerr,

Pesky and Dominic DiMaggio, and the fans' reaction to E^die

Pelligrini's foul balls as they would climb the screen behind home
plate. They still have the same reaction to those foul balls behind

the screen today in Fenway, and it is one of the many unique char-

acteristics of that ball park.
, ., -

In all industries. Senators—in baseball, automobile factories, or

high-tech Silicon Valley plants—certain principles remain constant

in the arbitration process. Because an arbitrator is a creature of

the collective bargaining agreement, labor and management, the

arbitrator must be careful not to exceed the boundaries established

in that contract by the parties themselves. Above all else, the arbi-

trator must be faithfiil to the intentions of the parties who have ap-

pointed him or her to interpret their agreement
As members of this committee, you are familiar with the fact

that practic^ly all arbitrations and mediations result from labor

and management volimtaurily selecting a third party neutral for the

role that I have filled in these cases.

The test of success is the market, that is to say, the selection

process, employed by labor and management. As the committee and
members know from correspondence sent to it by those who have

represented me before in laioor and management this past quarter

of a century, I have been viewed by both parties as acceptable as

a neutral in a wide variety of disputes. In only two instances that

I am aware of have my awards been challenged in court, and iron-

ically, those two cases were ones in which I ruled in favor of an

employer.
My work as the chairman of the Board will be of a quasi-judicial

nature and will involve me as an impartial—the same role that I

have played as an arbitrator—to resolve conflicts arising under this

statute, the National Labor Relations Act, in a fair and evenhanded

manner within the limits of the law established by Congress.

In the past, I have written a number of books and articles for

professional journals, periodicals, newspapers, extensively express-

ing my views on the shape that national labor policy should take

if Congress should amend the National Labor Relations Act or

other statutes. If confirmed by the Senate as one of five voting

members of the Board, in my new role, my charge is to interpret

existing law as it is written.
.

The critical difference between Professor Gould and Chairman
Gould is that in the latter capacitv, my responsibility as one of five

decisionmakers is concerned solely with the interpretation of the

law as it is presently written.

More than a quarter of a century of arbitral experience makes
me familiar and comfortable with the distinction between the role

of law reform proponent on the one hand—the role of the profes-
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sor—and a neutral finder of fact and applier of existing law on the
other—the role of the chairman of the Board and its other mem-
bers—the latter beincr more akin to the arbitral process.

Both as an arbi or and chairman of the Ek>ard, my role is to

decide cases basec -on the facts and relevant law. In neither ca-

pacity is the fashionmg of legislation part of the job description.

That is the appropriate role for Congress.

As chairman, I plan to, if confirmed by the Senate, reach out and
consult with both labor and management representative about a
wide variety of procedural matters so that the Board may imple-

ment the public interest more effectively.

If I am confirmed by the Senate, I will have a number ofprior-

ities as chairman. The first is to make the Board a more efndent
administrative agency and to expedite the administrative process

in both the representation and unfair labor practice arenas. I will

consider the use of firm timetables, and I shall attempt to lead by
example and encourage Board members to spend the overwhelming
portion of their time right here in Washington, DC to work on the

business at hand.
I believe that my chairmanship will usher in an environment of

coUegiality and civility in which respect for the views of one an-

other and the values of hard work are both promoted.
A second priority of mine, Senators, will be informal dispute res-

olution. The Board, has always had a very good rate of informal set-

tlement or conciliation of cases as a general proposition. But the

success of the Board has been substantially limited to the time
prior to the issuance of a complaint by the general counsel.

I would like to see more effective discovery and settlement efforts

by the administrative law judges subsequent to the issuance of the

complaint, the AUs being directly responsive to the Board side. I

plan to initiate discussions with other Board members as well as

the chief administrative law judge to this end. This could be a fac-

tor, in my judgment, in reducing delay.

If confirmed by the Senate, a third obiective would be to continue

with the difficult task of assuring that the Board's credibility in the

courts and with the public is the very best possible. My overriding

objective during the coming 5 years is to eliminate or substantially

diminish the polarization between the parties and to make the

Board into an agency which has the full confidence of both labor

and management, the Federal judiciary, as well as the general pub-

lic.

The Board, like arbitrators, must be perceived to be impartial

and neutral. I shall bring to bear the skills that I have employed
during the past quarter of a century as a third party neutral in ar-

bitration, mediation and fact-finding. In this connection, although

I am only one of five, I shall attempt to lead the way in achieving

as much unanimity—again, a need that we sore^v have at the agen-

cy—as much as possible.

Senator Kennedy, members of the commits -, I welcome your
questions, your comments, and your advice. I look forward to work-
ing with you in the future.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.
I think yob have answered many of the questions that come to

mind. I suppose there are some who might be concerned that, given
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your writings, you really cannot be open-minded or fair-minded.

You have described in your statement the difference between being

a professor and putting out ideas and being on the Board, or chair-

man of the Boanl, and beine called upon to make decisions on the

basis of the record and the law. But I wonder if you would like to

elaborate on that at all, because I think there will be questions,

given the volume of your writings on a wide range of different sub-

jects, which have been enormouslv interesting and provocative.

People will wonder whether you really can be fair.

I have here a document, published by the Bureau of National Af-

fairs publication, analyzing your record of decisions in disputes you
have arbitrated, and it shows you decided 50 percent of those cases

for management, 29.2 percent for the union, and 20 percent were

split decisions. In discipline cases, you decided 35 percent for man-
agement, 28.6 percent for the union, and 35 percent were split In

nondisdpline cases, you decided 70 percent for management, 30
percent for the union, and zero split

What do you say to those who wonder whether you can really

call it according to the law, and won't be swayed by your own pre-

disposition on many of these public policy questions?

Mr. Gould. I think. Senator Kennedy, there have been a number
of arbitrations where, if I could decide the case according to my
own predilections, if I could resolve the case according to my own
sense of what is fair and unfair, I might have gone in a particular

direction. But I have always looked at a number of factors, first

and foremost the language of the collective bargaining agreement
itself, in determining the question of whether or not there nas been

a contract violation in a given case. And I have heard out all par-

ties both in terms of allowing relevant evidence to come before me
and argument to be made on the basis of that, and briefs if the par-

ties so wish.

The Chairman. Let me ask you about your position on the Dun-
lop Commission. You were selected by Secretaries Reich and Brown
to serve on the Dunlop Commission to study and make rec-

ommendations on labor law reform. What is your current status in

relation to that commission?
Mr. Gould. Yes, sir. I have sent a letter to both Secretary Reich

and to Secretary Brown, stating that I would suspend my involve-

ment in the commission while Uiese hearings are taking place and
while the matter of my confirmation is pending before the U.S.

Senate. And should the U.S. Senate confirm me, I shall simulta-

neous with that confirmation resign from the Dunlop commission.

This is what I have stated in my letters to both Secretary Reich

and Secretary Brown.
The Chairman. Could you review with us what you consider to

be the most pressing institutional issues at the Board?
Mr. Gould. I think one of the pressing institutional concerns is

this old problem which seems to have Income in various periods

worse than it has been in the past, of delay.

I want to see the Board handle cases promptly and expeditiously,

both representation and unfair labor practice cases. Justice delayed

is justice denied, but also from the perspective of all parties, it is

in the interest of all parties to get in and out of the Board's proc-
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esses as ouickly as possible and go about their own lives as they
would wisn to.

A second concern, Senator, that I have is in the area of informal
dispute resolution. I would like to see the administrative law
judges much more involved. I mi^t say in connection with the first

that I would like to look at this issue of rulemakin^^ and the ques-
tion of whether it should apply beyond the hospital mdustry, which
is what the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court has approved of 2 years ago
in the American Hospital Association case.

The Chairman. Thank you.
Senator Jeffords.

Senator Jeffords. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
That was certainly an excellent statement, one of the best I have

heard in a nomination proceeding, and I commend you on that. We
had a very interesting discussion the other day as well, and that
was very helpful.

I would say that anyone who has had that loyalty and long dedi-

cation to the Red Sox is used to adversity and disappointment
[Lau£^ter.l
The Chairman. From August on. "Riat's what it comes down to.

Senator Jeffords. One of the most disappointing things I have
done in my life was the first baseball I took my son to was the Bal-
timore Orioles, and so every time I get optimistic, he just says:

"ISIS." That was, of course, the last year the Rea Sox won the
World Series. But anyway
Mr. Gould. But it s going to happen again sometime soon. Sen-

ator.

Senator Jeffords. I know. I have faith.

Senator Hatch. Probably in 2018. [Laughter.]
Senator Jeffords. The nominating process is never entirely com-

fortable, and Fm sure the people on my side will have some ques-
tions for you that are perhaps difficult But I would say that you
are off to an excellent start.

I also have just a couple of questions that I would like to ask
you. We tend to have a bent toward making sure the business end
of the spectrum is treated with the fairness which is required
under the National Labor Relations Board, and obviously, your ap-
pointment is very essential to that process. So first of all, one of
the new directions that the OSHA reform bill is taking—one of the
contentions that has been raised is that the mandatory health and
safety committees will become in-house avenues for union organiz-
ing efforts at those employers where no unions are in place.

Your writing suggests that you also see this possibility and view
it as a positive development Is this an accurate statement of your
views, or do you wish to comment or elaborate at this time?
Mr. Gould. Yes, Senator. I think the existence of employee com-

mittees can take a number of avenues. I have advocated for some
time the idea that employers ought to, voluntarily, long before the
OSHA amendments were discussed, be able to establish relation-

ships with their employees through committees. This was on a vol-

untary basis. And tnis continues to be my view with regard to the
National Labor Relations Act

I think that this is intrinsically valuable because first of all, the
workers ought to know more about the way in which the business
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that they are employed in operates. T^at is the only way we can
have good, constructive relationships and that, in my judgment, is

the best way that American industry can be competitive, particu-

larly in this globally interdependent economy that we operate in.

So that intrinsically, on that basis alone, I see committees as a
veiy valuable institution, sir.

»Bnator Jeffords. You may have already answered this, but one
of the great concerns that many have, both labor and management,
is the backlog of cases and the slowness of getting expeditious

treatment of itieir problems. First, is that a problem, and if it is,

how do you foresee trying to alleviate it?

Mr. Gould. I think it is a great problem. We have more rep-

resentation cases taking more than 4 months—appreciably many
more than took 4 months in the 1960's. I think it is intolerable to

have cases that exceed 4 months, particularly involving representa-

tion petitions. These matters, from the perspective of both employ-
ees and employers, should be resolved as quickly as possible.

I would like to look into a variety of ways of trying to deal with
this. I would l^e to, as I say, consider tne issue of firmer time-

tables. It may be that consideration of the rulemaking matter
which I alluded to in response to a question to a question Senator
Kennedy put to me may be in order in this connection as well.

Senator Jeffords. Td like you to expand a little bit more on the
rulemaking authority and where you see it might be utilized, other
than your comments to Senator IGennedy.
Mr. Gould. Well, I think the use of rulemaking in connection

with representation matters is particularly important because it

can diminish substantially delays that would otherwise occur over
controversies about what constitutes the appropriate unit An enor-

mous amount of time is consumed in litigating these kinds of is-

sues. This is an issue that of course the parties under the existing

system have every rieht to liti|^te, and counsel representing em-
ployers would be derelict in their duty if they did not try to defend
the interests of their employers where there is ever any controversy

regarding appropriate unit.

But it seems to me that what has happened in the hospital in-

dustry suggests, and the U.S. UJS. Supreme Court's approval of the

Board's authority in the rulemaking arena suggests that we might
want to look at the exercise of our rulemaking authority in other

industries. I don't know at this particular juncture, Senator, which
industries the use of such authority might be most effective in. But
that is something that could help expemte the process, and I would
certainly like to consider it if I should be connrmed as a member
of the Board.
Senator Jeffords. I would iust like to say that Senator Kasse-

baum was looking forward to be here today but unfortunately was
unable to make it She is ill, not seriously, but is unable to be here
this morning.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Senator Durenberger.
Senator Durenberger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank

you, Professor Gould.
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I just have to make one observation, and Fm sorry I d'dn't make
it while Senator Feinstein was here. But she thinks Bill Walsh is

a great football coach; I think you lost a great football coach at

Stanford when Denny Green came to Minnesota.
Mr. Gould. Yes, yes, so do I.

Senator Durenberger. And we have not seen the best of Denny
Green yet, and hopefully, we will, a Sundav at a time.

This is a question I want to ask the chairman as well as you.

Sometimes there is a time to deal with issues, and there is not a
time to deal with these issues. Maybe the last 12 years have not

been a good time to deal with the issues raised by your response

to the uiairman's question on what are the most pressing prob-

lems. Your answer was "delays."

I went back and did a little digging into previous confirmation

hearings, and back in 1977 during the confirmation hearings for

chairman John Fanning, Senator Jake Javits from New York sat

here and asked Mr. Fanning, "What do you see as the principal

challenges facing the Board?"
And the appomtee. Chairman Fanning, answered, "I have said

for many years that I think the number one problem of the Board
is delay." That was 1977.

Until we can dispose of the Board decisions in an unfair labor

practice in 6 months, we are not doing the job we should be doing.

As I understand it, at the beginning of the decade of the 1980's

—

there is a GAO report out on this subject, I guess—GAO said that

the average time from filing of the charge to determination of an
unfair labor practice was alx>ut 133 days on the average. They say
that today, it is up to 300 days.

There is not a lot of support for S. 55 on this side of the aisle,

but there is a whale cf a lot of support for doing something about
that problem.

I put in a bill, S. 598, that you may have had a chance to look

at, because we discussed it, which I think would deal at least in

part with this problem. But I must say to the chairman and to you
that in my State, a lot of people are waiting, in situations where
there have been replacements, where the workers beUeve that an
employer is taking a strike just to get rid of them, and it is taking

up to 5 years to get a determination. One case up on the Iron

Range took 5 years to get a determination on an unfair labor prac-

tice. To me, that in and of itself is unfair.

So regardless of what our views may be on the issues presented

in S. 55, it seems to me we are of a unanimous opinion about the

issue of delay, and I would hope that—and maybe you can speak
to what needs to be done—but I would hope also that, Mr. Chair-

man, you will consider at some point—^you've got a terribly busy
schedule I was iust looking at around the Health SecuriW Act—but
we are being challenged here by a man who could be doing a lot

of other things with his life, taking on an enormous responsibility.

And I just wonder if it wouldn't be a good idea for us to have a

hearing or some other forum in which this whole issue of delay, the

impact that it is having on the workin|^ people in our countiy, the

impact that it is having on the bargaining relationship in States

like mine, where we could get that issue out and deal with it in
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an open fashion and see if there aren't ways that we can help the

chairman and help the Board.
liust present that to you.

The QlAlRMAN. Let me say Fm sure you could probably talk

about the problem of delay at the Board now, and you have, but
it would probably be most worthwhile after you have been down
there a snort period of time to come up with the other members
of the Board as well, and we'd be glad to hear what recommenda-
tions you have, how much can be done internally, and what could

be done legislatively.

We have taken some action with respect to the FDA, for example,
which Senator Hatch remembers very well, on developing user tees

to try to expedite the considerations and decisionmaking of that

agency, and we are looking forward to seeing whether that is going

to wonL or make some kind of difference.

But in all of the regulatory agencies, there are delays that take

place. In the FDA. delay is enormously costly to the companies
seeking approval or new drugs they have developed, and it is costly

to the consumers when the agency doesn't make decisions or judg-

ments. I don't know what the best solution might be over at the

NLRB, but I think it is an important issue, and well follow up and
work with the Senator and ouer members of the committee to try

to find some way that we can be helpful and responsive and get

your recommendations.
Mr. Gould. I would welcome that opportunity. Senator.

The Chairman. Senator Hatch.
Senator Hatch. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gould, I appreciated you coming and visiting me the other

day. I have no doubt that you are a very bright and a very fine

man, and I appreciated that time we had together.

I do have some questions. I am usually accused of performing the

role of the skunk at the picnic, and some people think that is lit-

erally true, but I don't think it is.

Mr. Gould. Well, Senator, I want to say I appreciated the oppor-

tuniW to meet with you as well. I thou^t it was a good exchange,

and I look forward to a future good relationship.

Senator Hatch. Well, I do, too. Let me ask you some questions,

though, that I think need to be on the record, and I am asking
them so that we can make a record here today. Senator Kennedy
loves this period of time on the committee. [Laughter.]

The Chairman. We have a similar situation with Senator Siinp-

son on the Judiciary Committee, so I do look forward to it, Orrin.

[Lau^ter.]
Senator Hatch. Keep in mind part of this is to refine our chair-

man, which is an exceptionally dimcult job to do from time to time,

but he refines me a lot, I will say.

Now, Mr. Gould, you have criticized the Taft-Hartley and
Landrum-GrifBn Acts as tilting the balance of power in labor rela-

tions in favor of management iou have also criticized the remedies

of our Federal labor laws as inadequate. You are very provocative,

very intelligent, and very interesting, just in this book which I

have spent some time on.

One question that has to be asked is, as a matter of conscience,

how can you promise to enforce the laws that, literally, you have
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been so critical '; and will you do that, or will you take the posi-

tion that vou have the responsibility of remaking the laws from the

NLRB's chair?
Mr. Gould. Senator, I think that is a very important question,

and I want to State to you unequivocallv and emphatically that my
view is that as chairman of the Boaro, I will operate within the

confines of the law as it is written.

I have expressed mvself principally on policy matters, principally

with a view toward cnanging the law, which is the provmce of the
Congress. But I believe uiat the role that I am undertaking now
is most akin and comparable to my role as an impartial arbitrator

and mediator and fact-finder in labor disputes in both the private

and public sector, and particularly my role as an arbitrator of

grievance disputes where I am given carefully established param-
eters by the parties. Similarly here, I have them from you.

Senator Hatch. I think if you fulfill that role that way, most peo-

ple will be very pleased with your service on the Board.
There are a number of areas of labor law that I would really like

to explore with you this morning, and I think they are important,

or I would not take this time.

Foremost among these is the issue, as I stated in my opening
statement, which I did not give—but Fd like to ask that it oe put
in the record
The Chairman. It will be made a part of the record and that of

Senator Thurmond also.

[The prepared statements of Senators Hatch and Thurmond fol-

low:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Hatch

Mr. Chairman, I intend to oppose the nomination of William
Gould as chairman of the National Labor Relations Board this

morning. I do so reluctantlyj because I believe Professor Gould to

be a fine man and a distinguished scholar.

This nominee, however, nas a troubling record. While this record

includes 30 years worth of what many would consider controversial

writings, one really need not look back more than 3 months, to the

release of a book by William Gould titled 'Agenda for Reform."
The book is truly what its title suggests: It is an agenda for re-

forming labor relations and labor law in this country.

The ranking minority member has effectively made out the case.

Supporters of this nominee have argued that Professor Gould's

advocacy of radical changes in this Nation's labor laws should not

weigh against him because this position will give him authority to

apply and interpret, but not rewrite, the law. "

This argument, however, should not carry the day.

Having reviewed Professor Gould's writings, I am persuaded, and
in agreement with Senator Kassebaum, that such strongly held

views must unavoidably inform and shape the decisions of one who
serves in this quasi-judicial position. This is of particular signifi-

cance in labor law, where the National Labor Relations Act leaves

so much room for interpretation to the members of the Board.

Furthermore, it is fairly cUar that in certain fundamental areas

of the law in which Professor Gould has strongly held views, his

views will, in fact, lead to the overturning of many case precedents.
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I would hardly expect to be in complete agreement with this ad-
ministration's nominee to this or any other position. What is indeed
troubling to me, however, is that the areas in which it is most clear

that Prmessor Gould will change current caselaw are those involv-

ing fundamental protections of the rights of individual employees;
the rig^t of employees to choose or not choose a union as their bar-

gaining representative, and the ri^t of employees to engage, but
also to refrain from engaging in, union activities.

Professor Gould has suggested a balance between the rights of

individual employees and Uie need for union solidarity. His critique

of current law strongly suggests to me that he is prepared to tip

that bidance much too strongly toward union solidarity and against
individual ri^ts.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me say that I have carefully

considered the arguments in favor of this nominee, including his

record as an arbitrator. Those arguments, however, are not suffi-

cient to mute the strong views expressed hv this nominee on msgor
issues in labor law which I believe he will be in a position to sig-

nificantly influence if confirmed as chairman of the Board.

Prepared Statement of Senator Thurmond

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here this morning to wel-

come Wilham B. Gould, the President's nominee for chairman of
the National Labor Relations Board.
As you know, the National Labor Relations Board is an inde-

pendent agency consisting of five members who act primarily as an
a^judicatorv body to prevent and remedy unfair labor practices

committed by employers and unions. It is also responsible for con-

ducting secret ballot elections of emplc^rees to determine whether
or not they want to be represented bv a labor imion.
Mr. Chairman, througtiout Mr. Gould's career he has been in-

volved in labor relations. He began his legal career with the United
Auto Workers Union. He then became an attorney for the National
Labor Relations Board in Washin^n. From 1965 to 1968, Mr.
Gould practiced labor law with the New York firm of Battle, Fowl-
er, StoKes and Kheel. In 1968, he became a professor of law at

Wayne State Law School in Detroit, MI. Since 1972, Professor

Gould has been a professor of law at Stanford University.

Mr. Gould has written extensively on perceived problems with
our current labor relations system and nas suggested many re-

forms. According to the Washington Post, Professor Gould is "an
outspoken advocate of workers' rights", and "^as written exten-

sively in favor of employee rights in the workplace". Professor

Gould recently authored a book, A^nda for Reform, that outlines

his views and visions for labor relations in America.
Mr. Chairman, I would again like to welcome Mr. Gould here

today.
Mr. Gould, I look forward to reviewing your testimony.
Senator Hatch. In that statement, I mentioned some of my con-

cerns about individual rights and freedoms, especially rights of in-

dividual employees, under the National Labor Relations Act. The
two specific aspects of the law where this arises in your writing

are, I would say, first, your disagreement with the U.S. U.S. Su-
preme Court's decision in Patternmakers v. NLRB, and second.
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your apparent disagreement with current law regarding
nonmajority bareaining orders.

Let me turn first to the Patternmakers case, in which e U.S.

U.S. Supreme Court deferred to the NLRB's decision it the
union's levying of fines against members who, in violatic of the
union's constitution, resigned during a strike and returned to work
constituted an unfair labor practice.

You voiced strong disagreement with that decision—and bv the

way, understand that I know there is a difference between Deing

a college professor and a law professor and being a judge or a
chairman of the National Labor Relations Board, and I expect law
professors to be provocative, I expect them to be controversial. I ex-

pect them to raise controversial issues, I expect them to jab stu-

dents and make them think, and practitioners as well—so please

understand that I am not finding any fault with vour ability to be
able to do that, and you have an exceptional ability to be able to

get people to think in this area.

But you voiced strong disagreement with that decision, arguing
that the Court did not 'rake into account the union's solidaristic in-

terest in utilizing the strike weapon."
Now, that view does trouble me, because section 7 of the Act not

only grants the employees the right to organize, but it explicitly

grants them the rignt to "refrain from any or all concerted activi-

ties."

Now. that right includes the right to refuse to support a strike

as wellf in my opinion. And in Patternmakers, the Court held that

the union policy regarding fines restrains and coerces employees
and is inconsistent with tne congressional policy of voluntary un-

ionism.
Your criticism of this case indicates that you might well tip the

scale against voluntary unionism in favor of union solidarity. If

that is the case, it is a matter of great concern tome. You say that

union members should have the right to walk out on the union
under a statute that protects the ripit to refrain from union activ-

ity, but only at the appropriate time and appropriate cir-

cumstances.
Let me just put this in the form of a question. What factors

would make union solidarity more valuable tnan employee freedom
to choose? And would an inappropriate time always be when the

union is engaged in concerted activity?

Mr. Gould. Senator, this is an area where there are competing
interests, as I think your statement has noted, the right to engage
in concerted activities and the light to refrain from concerted ac-

tivities. And I would say to you. Senator, that my view is probably
most compatible with that of President Nixon's first Chief Justice

Warren Burger, who said in the Granite State case in December of

1972, "Unions have need for solidarity, and at no time is that need
more pressing than under the stress of economic conflict, while at

the same time," Burger continued, "the Act gives special protection

to the associational rights of individuals in a variety of contexts."

So that is my basic approach to this matter. Senator, that you
have two very carefully balanced, competing interests. My view as

expressed in that piece in essence was first that workers ought to

be able to opt out when they have some sense of what the drift of
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union policy will be at the time that a new collective bargaining
agreement is negotiated so that they can disassociate themselves
and put themselves beyond disciplinary sanction, and second, that
unions should be obliged to conduct strike ballots both at the time
of the strike and after a period of time subsequent to the strike,

so as to give individual employees the right, throu^ msjority rule,

to dissuade the union from taking the course of action that they
are taking, even though they have not exercised their ri^t to opt
out at an earlier point.

Senator Hatch. But are you saying that at that point, if they
strike, then the union members should not have a rig^t to opt out?
Mr. Gould. No, Senator. What I am saying is tli^t in that cir-

cumstance, migority rule, which is a very important value con-
tained in the statute, should govern, and that if the workers are
in the midst of economic conflict when, as Chief Justice Burger
said, the union's concern with its ability to discipline is at its ze-

nith, then at that point, individual employees should be able to ini-

tiate a ballot through which, if they are successful, the union must
discontinue that particular strike.

Senator Hatch. But if they are not, they cannot exercise their
rirfit

Mr. Gould. Not at that particular point. But under my proposal,
most collective bargaining agreements run for a 3-year period, ana
you've got that entire 3-year period right up to the time that you
are actually in the negotiation process during which you can opt
out That's the ri^^ht to refrain. And you still nave the right to re-

frain through majority rule subsequently. That was my view, Sen-
ator.

Senator Hatch. Is that only with mcgority rule, then, that they
can opt out?
Mr. Gould. No. Any individual may opt out at any point after

they know what the union's drift—what tneir policy is going to be,

until negotiations reach the crunch time, until the eve of the expi-

ration of the collective bargaining agreement
Senator Hatch. But once that eve occurs
Mr. Gould. And any individual can do that. Senator.
Senator Hatch. But once the eve occurs, then it would take ma-

jority rule for them to opt out.

Mr. Gould. That's correct, that's correct
Senator Hatch. Under your point of view.
Mr. Gould. In my point of view. Now, I realize that that is not

totally satisfactory

Senator Hatch. That's not current law.
Mr. Gould. It's not the current law, and Senator, four Justices

would have said that unions could impose greater restrictions than
that. Five justices said that there would be no restrictions.

Senator Hatch. I understand.
Mr. Gould. My view is that, in light of the competing interests,

there ought to be some kind of intermediate position.

Senator Hatch. Well, what if the strike goes on for months and
months; would they have a right to opt out then? Would there be
a period where the workers, worried about their jobs, worried about
their livings, just worried about even continuing the strike, but yet
they are in a minority status—if it were put to a majority vote,
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would they have any right to opt out and exerds* t eir individual
right to opt out, or would they be bound bv your interpretation to
stay with the union position, regardless of how reasonabl'^ or un-
reasonable it may be—but let's say unreasonable in this ca
Mr. GouLi Well, again, they would be in a position to ..lOw the

reasonableness of the union's position before they made a decision,
and they would be able to opt out individually at that juncture. But
once the strike commences, once the economic conflict commences,
as Chief Justice Burger said, this is the time that the right to en-
gage in concerted activity is at its zenith, in his special opinion in
Dranite State.

In essence, mv approach to this—and I confess to you. Senator,
that it may not be a perfect one; there may be others who have bet-
ter ideas—is to try to reflect Chief Justice Burger's concern.
Of course, the law now, the Patternmakers decision, has held

that there is a right to resign at any time.
Senator Hatch. And I presume youll uphold that law as a mem-

ber of the Board.
Mr. Gould. Under the current authority, under the case law as

it has evolved, I would uphold that law.
Senator Hatch. That's all I need to know.
As you know, under the current law the NLRB may issue an

order requiring an employee to bargain with the union
Mr. GrOULD. Senator, if*^! may just interject a second, though.
Senator Hatch. Sure, sure.

Mr. Gould. Perhaps my last answer was not as complete as it

should have been.
Senator Hatch. OK.
Mr. Gould. The Patternmakers decision was based upon—^par-

ticularly in Justice White's view; he cast the deciding vote—the
Board's exercise of its expertise. The Court was deferring to the
Board's expertise there.

Senator Hatch. OK. Under current law, the NLRB may issue an
order requiring an employee to bargain with the union in the ab-
sence of a secret ballot election only a remedy for "outrageous" and
**p€rvasive" unfair labor practices, whidi in fact prevent a fair elec-

tion, and only if it is shown that the union at the time had majority
status. I think I have stated that correctly. Now, I am. of course,
referring to the case of Conair Corporation v. NLRB, wnich was a
1983 opinion ^litten by DC. Circuit Judges, now Justices, Scalia
and Ginsburg. I apologize for not being here at the beginning, but
I was at her swearing m this morning and felt I needed to go tnere.
There, the Court confronted the issue of whether the Boarahad the
authority to issue a bargaining order and impose a bargaining rep-
resentative on employees where the union had never—never—se-

cured the support of a mcyority of the affected employees. To use
a quote here, "The issue is vexing." the Court said, "because it

trenches upon emplovee freedom ot choice, a matter at the very
center of our National Labor Relations Party."
The court said further. To discourage employer lawlessness, ar-

guably, the NLRB should be positioned to choose for employees
when the prospect of an untainted election, held within a reason-
able time frame, appears remote. We recognize the appeal of the
position that a nonmfyority bargaining orieT may be the only po-
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tentially effective means to check an employer's unlawful conduct

designed to nip a union's organizing campaign in the bud. Nonethe-

less we believe that tiie statutory gap we race is too deen for an

agency or court to fill. A fundamental policy choice is at stake."

Now, is it ever appropriate to substitute an agency's even good

**big brother" judgment tor a majority of employees' express choice

of a bargaining representative? This is what they say: The basic

decision we beUeve should be left to Congress as the organ of Gov-

ernment accountable to the people for estabUshing the main lines

for national labor relations policy."

As I read your writings, they seem to indicate that you disagree

with that opinion in two respects—first, that your in view as a

matter of policy, nonmigority bargaining orders are warranted

under certain circumstances, and second, that in your view, they

can be properly obtained under the Act as it is presently written.

Am I correct in stating that, or did I misstate it?

Mr. Gould. Senator, the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court, in NLRB v.

Gissel, expHcitly reserved this issue that you are addressing, the

so-called nonm^ority bargaining order issues which arise from ex-

treme, outrageous employer untair labor practices, as an open one.

Under Gissel, the matter is open.

Now, the circuit courts, as you have pointed out, are divided on

this issue. You have referred to Conair, there are three circuits

going the other way. Judge Higgenbotham in 1979 write a very im-

portant opinion to the contrary, and two other circuits are in accord

with Judge Hig^enbotham's opinion.

This is a difficult issue, like the one that you alluded to just a

few minutes ago, the question of competing interests, because here

again you have very carefully balanced competing interests. You
have on the one hand the need to preserve the concept of migority

rule, and you have on the other hand the attempt to avoid a situa-

tion where employers will profit from their egregious wrongdoing

under the statute. And of course, the view of the three circuits that

have gone contrary to Conair has been that one can never be cer-

tain with regard to fashioning a number of remedies what the out-

come would have been if the illegal conduct had never occurred,

but that it is an important goal of the statute to remedy particu-

larly egregious conduct and that bargaining orders are important

in this context
I would say that. Senator, if this matter should come before me

as chairman of the Board, I would hear all relevant evidence, as

I do as an arbitrator, listen to all arguments made by the parties.

I should point out that the matter cannot come before me as chair-

man unless the general counsel makes a determination to issue a

complaint on this theory. And as you know. Board law as it cur-

rently exists is in accord with Conair.

Senator Hatch. I take it you feel that the Board could resolve

that inter-circuit conflict rather than the courts?

Mr. Gould. The Board, if the general counsel issues a

complaint
Senator Hatch. The general counsel issues the complaint.

Mr. Gould. The Board could, if it so wished, consider the matter

anew. Now, I have stated elsewhere, and I should State to you here

on the record, that I beheve that there is a presumption in favor
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of stability. As you know, there have been shifts in doctrines by
previous boards, both boards appointed by Democratic as well as bv
Republican Presidents. I believe in a presumption in favor of stabil-

ity, and should the Board reverse wnat it has done previously, it

should have substantial reasons for doing so.

Senator Hatch. That's fair. In your writings, you have advocated

many changes in labor law, such as striker replacement legislation.

You have iQso expressed some disagreement with the adequacy of

back pay remedies under the NLRA. One area about which I have
consioerable concern, however, is labor violence. Do you think -hat

the remedies under the NLRA are adequate in that area, and if

not, what changes would your view count as warranted?
Mr. Gould. Well, Senator, of course, under the Taft-Hartley

Amendments, union violence became an unfair labor practice, but

the remedies here are limited as well.

I have not formulated a proposal in this area because as you
know, the doctrine of preemption, which ousts the States in most
instances from regulation, does not applv here, and the States are

fVee to regulate violence in the criminal courts and in the courts

of general jurisdiction as they wish to do.

Senator Hatch. But as you and I both know, some of the States

that are heavily unionized politically just cannot do that, so we
have the violence continue. I just look at the recent case of this

young man who had nothing to do with the coal strike, but went
on the premises to clean out a pond, that he did on an annual

basis, and started to drive out, and they started throwing rocks at

his car, so all of a sudden he pulled into the pit, and thev thought

he was just pulling awav from the rock-throwing, and tney found

he had been shot to death.

In some of these States, the States are incapable of taking care

of some of the violence, because just politically, the poHticians do

not have the guts to do it What do we do about those problems?

Mr. Gould. I have not formulated a proposal for doing something

about those problems. Senator. I am very concerned about union vi-

olence where it does occur. This goes back to the time that I was
on the UAW legal staff. Senator Robert Kennedy's committee, when
he was counsel to the Government Operations Committee, looked

at the issue of violence in the Kohler strike in Wisconsin, which

was still going on in the courts when I was on the UAW legal staff,

and when I first went out there and got involved in some of the

back pay proceedings that arose from that I expressed my view

when I was on the union legal staff, and I have expressed my view

subsequently, that I abhor union violence; I would like to see it

ehminated and diminished in the strongest possible way. But I

have not formulate a proposal in this area.

Senator Hatch. One thing I would like to do is discuss it with

you, because it sometimes becomes a very partisan issu* Some
conservatives want to stick it to the unions because they d^ t like

the violence, and they want a Federal law to do it Generally, the

liberals around here always want Federal laws on everything ex-

cept in this case, because they are on the side of the unions. And
nothing gets solved with regard to the union violence that really,

real union people don't want; honest union people don't want union

violence, and neither, of course, does the other side.
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We have got to come up with some reasonable way of resolving

that, and Fm not sure the Board can do that But I really respect
your intelligence and your background and your writings—I may
not agree with you, but I respect you as a very intelligent and ar-

ticulate person, and Fd like you to think about that a little bit

more, because it's a big problem, and it is going to get worse.
Mr. Gould. Yes, Senator, I share your concern, and I would like

to taDc with you about it further.

Senator Hatch. I appreciate your willingness to do so.

You contend that bargaining should occur over anything within,

to use vour words, "an attenuated impact on emplo3rment Doesn't
virtually every management decision really ultimately have a i>o-

tential impact on employment? So where would you draw the line?

Wouldn't management essentially have to bargain on every deci-

sion if we took your words and the thrust of your argument lit-

erally—everv decision—new product lines, choice of advertising

agency, market development strategies, if we took your language to

Uie extreme?
And in light of the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court decision in First Na-

tional Maintenance, that involved the right of unions to bargain
over management decisions, how far do you think the Board could
go absent a change in the statute toward your "attenuated impact
on employment" standard?
Mr. Gould. Senator, the case you are referring to, of course, is

the First National Maintenance decision, which is the law which
the Board is obliged to follow. No issue of administrative expertise

is involved. I would say to you, Senator, that I will as chairman
employ an approach to First National Maintenance of the kind that

I have employed as an arbitrator, as someone who will apply this

decision and who will listen to all evidence relating to the applica-

bility of this decision to other situations, and I will listen to all ar-

guments presented.
I will operate within the parameters that the U.S. U.S. Supreme

Court has established in First National Maintenance unless you
here come up with different parameters for us.

Senator Hatch. Well, I appreciate that I think that is a good re-

sponse.
Now, you claim at pa^e 171 of your Agenda for Reform—which

I think is a very interestme book—4hat First National Maintenance
"unsatisfactory handling of iob security issues necessitated the en-

actment of Federal plant closing lecpslation," the WARN statute,

"yet the Confess specifically rejectee tying a bargaining obligation

to the WAIU^ notice requirement in the 1985 Bartlett Amend-
ment"—he was one of the leaders in the House at that time, now
mayor of Dallas. How, then, did First National Maintenance neces-

sitate the enactment ofWARN?
Mr. Gould. Well, the result of First National Maintenance, Sen-

ator, is that in closures or partial closures, there is no obligation

to do anything unless the collective bargaining agreement provides

to the contrary. And WARN stepped into a kind of vacuum in try-

ing to provide something for worlcers under those circumstances.
Senator Hatch. Well, OK.
The Chairman. I just noticed Senator Wellstone here
Senator Hatch. I just noticed him, too.
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Senator Wellstone. I thank my colleagues for noticing me.
The Chairman. I wanted to give him an opportunity to question

and then come back to you. Senator.
Senator Hatch. Sure. Why don't we do that?
The Chairman. I am always interested in listening to my friend

and colleague from Utah, and I am particularly interested to hear
him talking in this case about violence. You know, we hear a lot

of objections to flooding our Federal courts with additional cases
when the^ are in such difficulty at the present time, and about the
courts bemg overloaded with a lot of F^eral laws. It is interesting

that some members of this committee are so interested in dealing
with labor violence through Federal statutes, yet are unwilling to

use Federal law to deal with access to chnics, for example, where
we have had a murder in Florida
Senator Hatch. Well, I don't happen to be one of them.
The Chairman. And not just the murder in Florida, but contin-

ued nationallv coordinated campaigns to deny peoole access to their

constitutional rights. So I think you are wise, Mr. Gould, to indi-

cate you are going to think through this issue.

Senator Hatch. If I could just make one comment, I share the
Senator's feelings on that I don't think there is ever justification

for violence, whether it is on the picket lines—as a person who has
always upheld the right to strike and the right to picket in accord-
ance with the law, I decry that violence. But I also decry the vio-

lence that has occurred at these abortion clinics as well. We share
different points of view on how you resolve that problem, but I

would certainly not countenance that in any way, shape or form.
The Chairman. I was also interested to hear your discussion

with Senator Hatch of Judge Ginsburg's ruling on non-mcgority
bargaining orders in the Conair case. Some might say that we
should not have promoted her to the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court
since she has an opinion and has written an opinion on this issue
that is likely to come before the Supreme Court at some point. So
if we are going to apply that standard, those who were oisadvan-
taged in that case could argue that, well, since she's got an opinion,

she will not be able to make an objective judgment on that issue

when it comes before the U.S. Supreme Court I think if you review
the record of her confirmation hearings. Judge Ginsburg was ques-
tioned about that issue, but those who might have been concerned
about the outcome in that case were still supportive of her—I recall

particularly the excellent dissent in the Conair case by Judge Pat
Wald, who still supported Judge Ginsburg for the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Senator Hatch. Well, as I recall, she only had three votes

against her.

The Chairman. Youll have an opportimity to continue.

Senator Wellstone?
Senator Wellstone. HI be brief First of all, Mr. Chairman, I

apologize for being late. I had a conflict that I could not get out
ot, and I apologize to Mr. Gould as well.

I actually don't have any questions. I had a chance to r:ieet with
Mr. Gould at some length. Bul I wanted to comment en some of

the questions that Senator Hatch had put to Professor Grould and
also to kind of build on the mood piece—I am going to get Senator
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Hatch's attention in a moment—Senator Hatch, Fm going to try to

build on the mood piece of your questioning and what you said to

Mr. Gould, because I really appreciated it when you said we may
not agree, but I really respect your credentials, and I respect your
integrity.

I am going to go with the flow of that because, Mr. Chairman,
it seems to me Uiat, given an academic background, one of the

things that most impresses me about Mr. Gould is that what we
have here is the exact opposite of mediocrity. He is somebody who
has been a cutting-edge thinker and has a lot of writing and has
put a lot of ideas out uiere for the public, all of which are very im-

portant to tiie kind of dialogue and education of our Nation. And
in many, many ways, I think the last thing we want to do is to hold
that against someone. I think we need more people like that, agree
or disagree with Uie substance of every argument that Mr. Gould
has made.

I am very impressed—and my understanding, Mr. Chairman, is

that you have already made reference to this—I am very impressed
with Mr. Gould's piibUc arbitration record. I think you get such
strong recommendations from both management and labor. You see

an even-handedness, and again, you see a kind of tough intellectual

integrity to Mr. Gould's viewpoint.
So given the fact that I do think we need strong leadership, I

think Mr. Gould will provide exactly the kind of leadership we need
as chair of the NLRB. I appreciate much of what he has done bv
way of his academic work. I appreciate his really distinguished,

long distinguished record, and therefore I think he is an excellent

choice.

I guess my last point, Mr. Chairman, is that once again, as I fol-

lowed the questioning of Senator Hatch, it does strike me that the
fact that someone has really been out there with a lot of important
intellectual work and a lot of important articles is I think very
much in the positive.

I once talked to Senator Hatch when I first came here—and this

is true; you were my teacher—and I won't use the name, but there

was a particular nominee, and we had this discussion, and I didn't

agree with some of the particular issues. And you said to me: Tis-
ten, this President has decided to nominate this person, and you
may not agree, but if you think that person has integrity, and if

you think that person is really quahfied, that ultimately is what
should matter." I feel that is exactly what applies to Bill Gould.

Senator Hatch. Well, thank vou. [Laughter.]

Senator Wellstone. I knew he would say thank you.

The Chairman. You do much better with kindness than I do,

Paul.

Senator Hatch. He still voted against the person, though.
Senator Wellstone. No, no. Excuse me. [Laughter.]

Senator Hatch. Tm just kidding.

Senator Wellstone. It is particularly important today for the

record to make it clear I voted for that person.

Senator Hatch. All right, all right I had it mixed up with an-

other one, I guess.

Senator Wellstone. No; there is no other one.
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Senator Hatch. I get a kick out of Kennedy—I mean, mv chair-

man—raising now Justice Ginsburg, because even though there

were some who really did not want to see her go on the Court,

there were only three who voted against her, and that was impor-

tant.

But now let me just kind of turn that around. There was another

very good person
The Chairman. Here we go. [Lau^ter.]
Senator Hatch. A very good person, steeped in great intellectual

activity, who wrote in a wide variety of ways differently from what
he did when he finally went to the DC. Circuit Court of Appeals,

and his name was Judge Robert Bork—and his were held against

him.
Now, if I vote for you, it will be pretty clear that I am not hold-

ing your viewpoints against you. But my questions are pretty clear

that I don't want you running wild at the NLRB, and if you do,

first of all, I think it would hurt the administration, and second,

it would hurt your very vast reputation; third, I think you would
lose a lot of credibility with people like myself. And I think in the

end, you would do the count^ a great deal of harm, because these

are tough areas. And I didn't feel good having to fight against

something like labor law reform in 1978 as a person who earned
my journeyman's card and who worked for 10 years in the building

construction trades unions and who owes a lot to the union move-
ment; I didn't feel good fighting that, except it was such a lousy

bill, in my view. It was some extreme thing that I felt like we had
to fight, and I think history has vindicated that
So I am very concerned, I have to say. I started at the b^inning

saying I like you very much, and I do. There is no question about

it. I have no doubt vou are a wonderful law school professor and
a wonderfiil human being. I have no doubt about that at all. And
I think we are ^ing to be friends regardless of what happens here;

and I am certamly going to be your friend. But I do want to ask

these questions because these are important They are important

to you. One reason people like me ask these tough questions is so

that we can get your responses, and then Fll be able to find out

just where does he stand on these issues, because people come to

me and ask where does he stand; I want to be able to say, well,

I have asked him. And thus far, I think vou are doing pret^ good.

Mr. Gould. Well, Senator, those who know me as an arbitrator

and also as somebody who has represented management know that

professionally as an arbitrator, I have done anything but "run

wild."

Senator Hatch. Well, you made that point in my office, and I am
glad to hear it personally.

Now, let me say with regard to the Mackay doctrine, you stated

at a minimum that employers should have to prove that temporary

employees are not sufficient to meet the employer's needs; that

ou^t to be the minimum thing thev oucht to prove before they can

exercise their rights under the Mackay aoctrine.

Now, would that require overturning the Mackay case, or would
the Board be able to establish your particular belief within the cur-

rent law?
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Mr. Gould. I think I State veiy clearly in my book. Senator, that

that is a legislative proposal. The Board can do nothing whatsoever
aJ^ut Madeay. T^at is the law.

Senator Hatch. Good enou^, good enou£^. If that is true, would
you press for a change in Bos^ law?
Mr. Gould. Would I press for a change in the Board law?
Senator Hatch. Press for a change that we change the law.

Mr. Gould. Well, I think you are referring to a book in which
I advocated change. But that is your job.

Senator Hatch. OK. Now, in your book, you raise difficulties

with respect to the State of the law on refusal to bargain cases and

So
on to say that, 'The fundamental problem with or without a

uty to bargain in good faith is that the players are not required

to enter into a collective bargaining agreement*
Now, Professor Gould, I am interested in hearing from you how

far you think the Board can go and should go under current law
in evaluating specific bareainmg proposals in connection with its

determination as to wheuier bad faith bargaining has occurred.

And fdso, do you think that under the Act as currently written, the

Board has any authority to require the parties to enter into a con-

tract or submit to third party interest arbitration?

Mr. Gould. The answer to the second question is no.

The answer to the first question is that the Board cannot—be-

cause the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court and priority authority have in-

struct^ it not to—evaluate substantive proposals and to make
findings of violations based upon those substantive proposals.

Senator Hatch. OK Now let me change the subject Do you
think that employers who resist union economic demands for what-
ever reasons should have to open their books to disclose the bcisis

for that position? And let me nelp you a little bit here. You State

in your book at page 175 that the Board can compel disclosure of

this information wiUiout any statutory amendments.
Is that your current view, and will you compel such disclosures

if confirmed by the Senate? I couJd pve you the quote
Mr. Gould. Senator, I am familiar with your reference. Let me

say that here, I think I am in accord with your former staffer, Jim
Stephens, who is now chairman of the National Labor
Relations

Senator Hatch. Now, that was a dirty thing to do to me. [Laugh-
ter.] Go ahead.
Mr. Gould. Well, he has expressed himself on this subject, Sen-

ator, in an opinion, and he has taken a position that is remarkably
similar, I think identical, to mine; that is to say, that employer
claims which are susceptible to economic verification should be
verified. And I believe, just as Jim Stephens beheves, that that ap-

proach is compatible
Senator Hatch. Is it limited to the economic verification area?
Mr. Gould. It is limited to the economic verification area, yes.

Senator Hatch. OK, You have said that the managerial exemp-
tion should only apply to those involved in labor relations policies.

Does diis mean that outside the personnel and human resources

departments, no employees could be considered managerial?
Mr. Gould. That I think is—I have been unfamiliar with—I'd

have to take a look at my book on that But I certainly have said
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nothing about interpretation of the law. I have not suggested the
Board can change Yeshiva or Bell Aerospace if that's your question,

Senator.
Senator Hatch. Well, what I am trying to get is your current

viewpoint as you are now about to become chairman of the Board.
I am glad to see you leave the positions in the book if you can in

a numoer of areas. [Laughter.]

Mr. Gould. Well, Senator, on the issue of managerial employees.
Bell Aerospace and Yeshiva are the law. Now, I have criticized

those opinions in the book, and I think you are perhaps referring

to portions of that.

ScKrretary of Labor Brock referred to Yeshiva as a "dumb deci-

sion.' I did not say anything like that about it. I disagree with it,

but it is the law.

Senator Hatch. You were more effective in your criticism, I

thought
Mr. Gould. But I have to live with Yeshiva, and I intend to live

with Yeshiva and applv Yeshiva and Bell Aerospace.
Senator Hatch. Well, it means a lot to me to hear you say this,

because it is important that you live with the current law and live

with the current interpretation of the law by the Court. So that is

important
In Agenda for Reform, you State as follows: "Where 20 to 30 per-

cent of workers, for instance, have expressed interest in collective

bargaining, either through an authorization card or an election, it

seems perfectly appropriate to compel some form of relationship be-

tween the employer and the union for those employees if they are

not already covered by collective bargaining machineiv. Collective

bargaining should be mandated as it is in Japan, for instance,

where a minority of workers in a firm seek collective bargaining."
Isn't it possible under the scenario that you outline there that an

employer with 30 data entnr operators would have to barg^n with
mavbe as many as five different unions to determine their wages
and conditions of employment; and wouldn't it be possible for two
data entry operators who sit right next to each other to have dif-

ferent terms and conditions of employment under those cir-

cumstances? And if that is correct, what impact do you think that

would have on the morale, productivity and efficiency of that par-

ticular company?
Mr. Gould. Let me say a number of things there. Senator. One

is that, of course, as you know, that is not my view of the law as

it is presently written; that is a proposal for change.
As chairman of the Board, I will interpret the law as presently

written on the basis of the evidence presented to me and the argu-

ments made to me; and those proposals, of course, have nothing to

do with my role as chairman unless you
Senator Hatch. Unless we change the law.

Mr. Gould. Unless you change the law.

Senator Hatch. So you are saying there won't be a 30 percent

rule coming from the Boa: on the Board's own action?

Mr. Gould. There most certainly will not
Senator Hatch. OK. This is good, and I am sorry to keep my col-

league from Massachusetts here; I know he always has even more
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important business, but let me just finish with a few more ques-
tions, because these are important questions.
Mr. Gould. Yes.
Senator Hatch. In 1984, you testified before the House Sub-

committee on Labor-Management Relations that The American
labor law approach to the recognition issue is fundamentally flawed
inasmuch as it proceeds upon the assumption that a political proc-

ess environment for the resolution of recognition issues can ade-
quately test employee fi'ee choice in the mdustrial context in a
manner similar to political elections."

Professor Gould, why and how is an individual's fi'ee choice re-

l^ardin^ who will best represent his or her own interests different

in the mdustrial context than in the context of democratic govern-
ment?
Mr. Gould. Again, Senator, this idea, I think, was put forward

with regard to l^slative reform proposals. I will interpret the law
as it is written. I will not relv upon theories such as those that I

have espoused with regard to legislative reform.
Senator Hatch. OK Let me ask it in a different way. You have

written in favor of substantial revisions of the NLRB's election de-
cisions, and not only election decisions, but their rules and their
procedures as well. What are the values, if any, in a secret ballot
election in cases where a union is seekine recognition?
Mr. Gould. Well, I think a secret ballot box is very important.

Senator. It is under the statute the preferred method to resolve
representation disputes. It is the method to resolve representation
matters in the overwhelming number of cases. "Riat is the law as
it is, and quite frankly, in terms of my proposals to change the law,
that remains my assumption there as well, that the secret ballot

box election is the preferred method. And I would like to see the
ballot box become more inclusive. I would like to find ways in

which more workers can use the secret ballot box election.

Senator Hatch. Well, are those values different in decertification

as well as deauthorization elections?
Mr. Gould. I would want to see the ballot box be as inclusive

there as well as in connection with certification elections. Senator.
Senator Hatch. Are there any factors that might outweigh the

value of secret ballot elections?

Mr. Gould. Well, the only factor under the law is the Gissel deci-

sion which says in essence that an employer may not be rewarded
for its unfair labor practice conduct in certain circumstances, and
that where that unfair labor practice conduct interferes sufficiently

with the prospects of a valid choice being made through the secret

ballot box, then other methods for recognition will be used.
Senator Hatch. You have observra that, "Regrettably in the

United States, the concept of economic democracy has lagged con-
siderably behind political democracy." In your view, is economic de-

mocracy to be enhanced or impaired by eliminating the secret bal-

lot union representation elections in anv way?
Mr. Gould. Oh, I don't want to see the secret ballot box elections

eliminated in any way whatsoever, Senator.
Senator Hatch. I am glad to hear that. I was concerned about

that, because sometimes you can read things differently.
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Let me just ask a few more questions. In your recent book, the

same book, ^enda for Reform, you observe: The fact is that em-
ployers have been able to convince workers not to join union work-

ers by providing them with benefits cor arable in mor' respects,

and sometimes superior to them, to thuae containea t)llective

bargaining agreements negotiatea by unions. Thus, ex. pt for job

security and provision for impartial arbitration, a kind of benevo-

lent paternalism has helped to succeed in making workers disin-

terested in unions. By providing benefits, payment of dues and ini-

tiation fees to tiie union would leave the new unorganized in an in-

ferior economic position. This tactic has been a particular formida-

ble employer teomique."
Now, I would appreciate your explaining what you meant by that

last sentence, because your reference to "tactics* and "employer

techniques" seems to suggest some problem with the fact that em-
ployers are providing good wages and benefits in the absence of

union representation.

I assume that you are not suggesting that companies not provide

those, so that the unions womd have an easier time organizing

their workers.
Mr. Gould. No, I am not suggesting that. Senator. Employers

have devised a number of ways to keep unions out The one that

I described and that you have just referred to is one of them. There
is nothing in my legislative proposals or my view about the statute

that has any relationship to that, that would prohibit it or Umit it

in any way.
Senator Hatch. OK. In Agenda for Reform you write: "Of course,

the law should remain hostne to employers* attempts to defeat un-

ionism." Now, that doesn't refer to the nonunion companies that

offer better deals for employees.
Mr. Gould. No, it doesn't. Senator.

Senator Hatch. OK. I didn't think it did, but I just wanted to

make sure that was on the record.

You have stated that the U.S. U.S. Supreme Court's Granite

State decision, prohibiting a union from fining an employee who
has resigned from the union "heavily tips the scale in favor of the

individual worker's rights especially during a strike." Is it your

view that the National Labor Relations Act was enacted primarily

to protect the rights of the union over those of the individual, or

do you take the opposite approach, or do you think it is some sort

of hybrid
Mr. Gould. No, I don't take that approach or the opposite ap-

proach. Senator. My view is that the preamble to the statute com-

mits those who interpret it to freeaom of association concerns,

where the statute speaks of collective bargaining as being a desir-

able public policy goal, and it protects the right of workers to en-

gage in concerted activities and to refrain from concerted activities.

All those goals are in the preamble. All of those goals concern the

statute, and those who interpret it must take into account all of

those goals. ^ v •

Senator Hatch. OK. Now, you have written in favor of elinunat-

ine judicial review of NLRB decisions in representation cases.

What factors justify, in your view, the elimination of judicial review

in election cases?
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Mr. Gould. I think that I spoke there of the potential for litigat-

ing representation matters throu^ the unfair labor practice proc-

ess, which takes a substantial period of time. The question of what
has happened is that employers can frequently drag out cases that
come before the Board in the representation arena by engaging in

time-consuming unfair labor practice litigation.

I think that some of the proposals, particularly rulemaking, that
I advanced earlier are ways in which that tendency mig^t be lim-
ited.

Senator Hatch. Does that same view pertain to imfair labor
practice decisions as well, or even deauthorization and decertifica-

tion decisions?

Mr. Gould. No; I have not advocated the denial of judicial re-

view, if that is your question, with regard to those.

Senator Hatch. OK. Well, let me just say this. I want to thank
m^ dear friend and colleague Senator Kennedy for being patient
with me here this morning, and above all, thank you.
By the way, I saw your sister this morning. Senator Kennedy,

and Eunice told me to blister both of us because we didn't ask any-
thing about persons with disabilities when Mrs. Clinton was up
here the other day.
The Chairman. Fve already heard about that [Laughter.]
Senator Hatch. I figured he had, but I figured I should tell him

twice. He is supposed to keep prodding us in that area—cind occa-
sionally. Senator Kennedy does fail, Fll tell you.
But let me just say this, Mr. Gould. I have really enjoyed chat-

ting with you nere this morning as I did in my office, and if I can,

I would like to submit some more questions in writing just so we
can button this down. I think in the end it may be very helpful to

you. But I have eixjoyed chatting with you, I enjoyed reading your
book and reading other matters where you have written and spo-

ken. You are clearly a very, very brilliant person, and I think you
have been a great teacher. You have a lot of very, very good people
who support you who are very good friends of mine as well. And
I iust want you to know that I am very impressed with you person-
ally and look forward to further dialogue here, and if youll answer
those questions, Fd appreciate that, as soon as you can.

Mr. Gould. Thank you. Senator. I will.

Senator Hatch. Thank you. Welcome to the Board. And I hope
that as you get over there, you will be the great chairman that all

of us hope well find at this time where we do have particularly

grave and difficult problems in the country, and maybe youll help
bring us together rather than spHt us apart.

Mr. Gould. Thank you, sir. Fll do my best.

Senator Hatch. Thank you.
The Chairman. I was just waiting to hear that last sentence,

that you can support the nomination.
Senator Hatch. I deliberately withheld.
The Chairman. But we haven't given up, we haven't given up.

I must say all of us have been impressed by your knowledge and
breadth of awareness of the law, the statute, the holdings of the

Board and the courts in this area, and also the workings of the

agency. I look forward to supporting your nomination.
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We will keep the record open for a week, and Senator Kasse-

baum and others will submit questions. Td like to see if we could

have the questions from the other members by, let's say, close of

business on Tuesday next week. But we will keep the record open

for a week.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Gould. Thank you, sir.

[Additional information submitted for the record follows:]
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SENATOR RARCT LARDON KASSEBAUM'S
QUESTIONS POR PROFESSOR WILLIAM GOOLO

Rote to Professor Goaldt

Senator Kassebauin understands that you testified during your
confirmation hearing that you view your role as a Professor of •

law as distinct from the manner in which you would serve as
Chalnnan of the NLRB, if confirmed by the Senate. lou testified
that many of the views expressed in your recent book. Agenda for
Refona . do not reflect your potential agenda at the NLRB.

In ans%fering Senator Kassebaum's questions, please do not
simply reiterate this point. Instead, Senator Kassebaun is
Interested in determining your views on the issues set forth
below, regardless of whether you believe you «rould be bound by
either the NLRA or existing Supreme Court doctrine that would
prevent you from changing existing doctrine.

1. Professor Gould, you have criticized the Taft-Hartley and
Landrum-Grif f in Acts as tilting the balance of power in labor
relations in favor of management. Tou also have criticized the
remedies our federal labor laws provide as inadequate.

As a natter of conscience, how can you promise to enforce
laws that you feel are unfair or inadequate?

2. Tou state in your recent book that "... Board policy changes
with each new administration....* Agenda for Reform , p. 22.
This statement seems to concede the point that the Board has
broad discretion to shape "labor relations policy. The Supreme
Court may establish a general standard that it applies to a
particular fact situation, but due to the wide variety of fact
situations that may occur, the Board can easily distinguish any
given case from the Supreme Court's doctrine.

(Please reference your comment in your San Diego Law Review
article. Vol. 24, page 57, where you state that "the obvious but
frequently unpalatable truth [is J that federal labor law, framed
as it is in broad ambiguous language addressing matters about
which Congress has been unable to provide definitive policy
judgments, is federal labor policy ^lefined bv the NLRB and
ultimately by the Supreme Court.' (emphasis added)]

Isn't it true that the Board has broad discretion to
establish labor relations policy?

3. Tou have criticized the Reagan/Bush Board for Its
•genuflection to management prerogatives." Agenda at p. 21. Too
have also characterized it as the 'principal villain' in
discouraging collective bargaining. Testimony of Nilliam Gould,
"Has Labor Law Failed," Oversight Hearings before Labor-
Management Relations Subcommittee, June 21, 19B4, p. 78, 62.

If confirmed, will you continue in the tradition of the
Reagan/Bush Board or will you change the direction of the Board?

4a. You appear to disagree with the Supreme Court's 1938 MacKav
decision that permitted employers to hire permanent replacements
for striking workers. In your book, Agenda for Reform , on page
193, you state; "My judgment is that Congress should overrule
MacKav altogether."
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What 1b your position on an employer's right to hlr*
permanent replacements? (I understand that you state In our
book and repeated at the hearing that this Is a matter that
Congress atust decide, but I am Interested In your reasons why you
think Congress should overrule MacKav l

.

b. If striker replacement legislation passes, won't that lead
to more strikes (and won't more strikes be inconsistent with
stable labor relations)? Also, what happens to employers who
cannot attract temporary replacements? Won't striker replacesMnt
legislation assure that anions will win those strikes?

c. In your view, should permanent replacements be ellx^lnated In
•11 cases? What factors determine whether permanent replacwments
could be hired during an economic strike?

d. Assuming an economic strike, and employees' are willing to
work for less than the union's demands, what justifies preventing
the hiring of employees (on a permanent basis) willing to work
for less than the unionized work force? What risks for the
unionized employees should an economic strike entail, if any?

5. During the campaign, then candidate Clinton supported repeal
of right to work laws. As the Administration's nominee to Chair
the NLRB« do you also favor repealing Taft-Hartley' s right to
trork provision? [Again, recognizing that ultjjutely this is an
issue for Congress to decide].

6. Do you favor the use of authorization cards for unions to
gain recognition? If you believe that such cards should only be
used in connection with a requirement that prospective members
indicate support for the union through payment of union dues, why
did you fail to mention this additional requirement in your
recent book, Aoenda for Refora , p 1777

7a. Do yon think that employers that resist union economic
demands, for whatever reason, should have to open their books to
disclose the basis for that position? Tou state in your book (p.
175) that the Board can compel disclosure of this information
without any statutory amendments. Is that your current view and
wi you compel such disclosure if confirmed by the Senate?

b. Tou have indicated In your recent book, p. 175, that
employers should be required to periodically disclose three or
four times per year, without a demand, information that relates
to employment conditions. In your view, should this same
principle require trade unions to make comparable periodic
disclosures to employers; union members; union members; or
nonmembers for whom the union is the exclusive representative?

6. Do you favor double and triple backpay awards to remedy
unfair labor practice violations? If so, do you believe this
would encourage Bwre employment litigation?

What criteria would govern a case warranting double or
triple backpay damages? Mould the same damages (and criteria)
apply to labor organizations that wrongfully induce employ -s to
discharge employees?

In addition, you note in your recent book that you oppose
offsetting backpay awards with interim earnings in wrongful
discharge cases. Why won't this provide a windfall for an
employee who potentially could collect twice for the same
violation? If so, doesn't this have the effect of making our
federal labor laws punitive rather than remedial?

9a. Do you believe that employers should be compelled to bargainover plant closures and product design issues? Are there anyissues in your view, that are fundamental issues for managementalone to decide?
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b. If the distinction between mandatory and pemissive subjects
of bargaining were eliminated, as you appear to advocate on p.
178 of your book, would the following issues be subject to
bargaining! a company executive's compensation? a union
executive's compensation? provisions of the corporate charter?
provisions in the union's constitution and by-laws? selection of
union officers who sit at the bargaining table? union stewards
yiho handle grievances? the amount of union dues? the amount of
Beck representation fees? the anount of the union's strike fund?

c. Would you place any limit on the subject natter of
bargaining under your view of labor law?

d. Do you believe that labor organizations should be equal
partners with business owners in the conduct of the business?
What Impact would imposition of this equal partnership
have upon the rights of stockholders and other business owners,
boards of directors, and others having responsibility to business
owners for the success of the enterprise?

10. In one of your law review articles, you tern the Supreme
Court's decision in Ellis regarding the right of employees to
object to how their union dues were being utilized, as
'otherworldly.* See 'The Burger Court and Labor Law,' 24 San
Diego Law Review, 61 (1987).

Do you support the right of employees to object to the use
of their union dues for organizing purposes (e.g. at other
locations)? For political purposes? Why do you call the Ellis
decision 'otherworldly?'

11. Do you think that there are situations where the HLRB should
grant recognition to the union even when the union has not
demonstrated majority support of the workers? To what situations
%rould this apply?

I am sure that you are aware that the DC Circuit has taken
the position that the NLRA does not support minority bargaining
orders. See Conair . Do you believe that the NLRB has the
authority to issue minority bargaining orders? Would it be your
intention to issue such orders if confirmed by the Senate? Under
what circumstances do employer unfair labor practices justify
requiring the employees to have a bargaining agent that is not
supported by a siajority?

12. On p. 178 of Agenda for Reform , you appear to favor
mandatory labor contract arbitration. What justifies imposing a
contract upon parties when they have no intent to agree to its
terns? Isn't 'intent' the- essence of contact law?

13. Tou have stated with regard to successorship policy that
'the obligation to assume the old collective bargaining agreement
should be imposed upon any purchaser as a condition of purchase.'
Agenda for Reform , p. 178. Would you impose this requirement
when only the assets are purchased? Would you impose this
requirement if the successor did not hire a majority of the
predecessor's workforce? Would you impose this obligation where
the successor has not hired a substantial and representative
complement of employees in the new venture?

Would you Impose this obligation if labor costs and work
rules of the existing contract made the predecessor's venture
unprofitable? What effect do you believe this policy trauld have
on potential buyers interested in purchasing troubled companies?

14. Professor Gould, regarding civil rights, you state the
following in Agenda for Reform , p. 256

i
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'My own sense is that Congress was correct In avoiding the
quota or affirmative action issue. Clearly the political
reality is that the matter cannot be addressed in a
reasonable fashion through the majoritarian political
process .

*

What did you mean when you said that affirmative action and
quotas cannot be dealt with responsibly in Congress? Are there
other issues that cannot be dealt with in Congress? What branch
of government should deal with issues of race and civil rights if
Congress abdicates its legislative role?

15. Do you favor expedited union representation elections? Do
you believe that this can be done under existing Board authority,
and if so, how quickly trould you like to hold such elections?

16. In Agenda for Reform , you state

i

'The Act should be amended so as to allow nonmajorlty
organizations to represent employees and to be consulted and
share information about employer decision making that affect
employment conditions where 20 or 30 percent of the
employees have petitioned the Board to this effect. Under
•uch circumstances consultation and coBsnunlcation should be
siandated.* Agenda for Reforw . p. 141.

What type of consultation with the employer do you believe
should be mandated when 20% of the employees choose the union?
Should bargaining be mandated? Should disclosure of information
be mandated? If yes, tiien what type of information should be
disclosed?

Doesn't this nean that unions win every organizing campaign
because when 80% of employees reject the anion, the union still
acquires the right to represent the remaining 20% of employees?
Does your endorsement of proportional trade union representation,
which appears to apply when the union cannot achieve a Majority,
also apply when the union has more than a majority?

17. Ton state in your recent booki

'Legislation introduced by Senator Edward Kennedy in 1992
would amend the Occupational safety and Health Act and
vandate employee committees charged with responsibility in
the health and safety area. If this legislation is enacted
in the future, another institutional basis for representing
worker interests relating to employment conditions
Independent of anion majority rale would exist.' Agenda for
Refonw . p. 260.

Do you believe that unions should represent workers through
mandatory health and safety committees? Why do you think that
anions need an additional rola?

16. Do you favor labor management cooperation, and if so, do you
favor amending the National Labor Relations Act to allow such
cooperative efforts to continue?

Tou have written in favor of employee involvement and
employee participation programs. How do you define such
programs? Should these programs be allowed to function in
nonunion employment and address employees' wages, hours, and
working conditions? Should employee participation programs be
allowed to function In unionized employment without the union's
approval? Where employee participation programs exist in
unionized employment, should nonunion employees be excluded from
a participatory role?
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19. In your book, you characterize glectromatlon as a narrow
decision, why? In addition, you appear to state that the test
for a labor law violation should be whether the employer's
assistance was designed to thwart union organizing efforts. If

that Is the case, then why should the Board have found a

violation In Electrowation when the NLRB specifically determined
that the employer did not know about the organizing drive when it

established the managenent-ereployee committees?

20. Tou referenced in your book and at your confirmation hearing
that you support expanded use of the Board's rulemaking
authority. In what areas do you support rulemaking? If one of
those areas Includes the issue of appropriate units for
bargaining, please describe the industries that you would seek to
cover and how you would decide which industries (and bargaining
units within those industries) you would chose.

21. In your recent book, you express concern with the
"decline of the labor movement." How do yon define the "labor
movement?" Are labor unions which are not affiliated with
the ATL-CIO part of the "labor movement?" Are employee
participation programs with no labor union affiliation part of

the "labor movement?" Are employees who have no organized
structure part of the "labor movement?"

22. Do you oppose the distinction drawn In Board and court

decisions between employees and managers? Under your view. Is

there any level or function In the »rork force that business

owners could exempt from trade union organizing? If so, what

criteria would separate those employees exempt from trade union

organising and those subject to it?

23. In your book, you analogize "employment at-will" agreements

to "yellow-dog" contracts. Do you also oppose union
"membership," union "membership in good standing," and union
"dues-aquivalent" provisions?

24. What notice of employees' rights under the PPt^gCT
Hakers and Beck decisions should be included in the

"union security' provisions of labor agreements?

25. What criteria should govern nonmembers' payments under pegK?

What remedies should be provided for puttem Makers and fifisX

violations?

26a. Regarding property rights, do you favor providing

nonemployee union organizers access to employers' premises to

organize employees? What standard should govern whether such

access should be mandated? In delineating a standard, would

mandating such a requirement raise concerns regarding the

employer's property rights? What factors would justify

overriding the employer's property rights in favor of increasing
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the union's ability to organize?

b. In addition, would employees be required to demonstrate an
interest in the union before access were granted? If yes, *'han

what would the appropriate showing of interest be?

c. You have written that the employer's property rights should
be overridden in favor of nonemployee organizers in part because
the NLRA does not mention property rights. In your view, should
the RLRA always prevail when it is in conflict with preexisting
law that the NLRA does not mention? How would you go about
determining whether the outcome should favor the NIJIA or
preexisting law?

d. Row %rould you go about determining whether the NLRA should
prevail when it is in conflict with other Acts of Congress?

27. In your view, with respect to the construction industry,
does the NLRA prohibit a contractor — signatory to a collective
bargaining agreement — to own operate or have a financial
interest in a separate open shop firm that competes in the same
market? What if the same contractor operated in a separate and
distinct market? Regardless of current law, do you have an
opinion, as a matter of policy, whether contractors should be
able to operate dual shops?
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/^
fjy^WPR.c; TO RFNATQR NANCY LANDQN KASSEBAU^TS QUESTIONS

1. At the outset. I want to emphasize that, although I believe (and have written) that

the National Labor Relations Act would benefit from a variety of legislative changes, I

do not subscribe to the proposition that the general enforcement of the Act as It Is

written Is "unfair." Rather. I believe that the neutral, balanced, and reasonable

enforcement of this Act. In accordance with the wle of law. Is. and has been, essential

to the promotion of stable and constructive labor relations in this country.

I also want to emphasize that - although this Committee has thus far focused on

suggestions I have made for adding certain regulations on employer conduct - rny

suggestions regarding changes In the labor laws Include a variety of changes that

would add to the legal restraints on unions • particulariy in the area of economic

pressure - and other changes that would reduce existing restraints on employers. See

Agenda . Need for Balanced Regulation, pp. 53-55. which advocates balanced

regulation of both sides where the conduct of each Is unacceptable, and promotion of

employer free speech in organizational campaigns, p. 157; "Taft-Hartley Comes to

Great Britain: Observations on the Industrial Relations Act of 1971," 81 Yfllfl .Lavy

Journal 1421 (1972): "On Labor Injunctions, Unions, and the Judges: The Boys

|yiart<ets Case." 1970 Supreme Court Review 215: "On Labor Injunctions Pending

Arbitration: Recasting Bullalo Forge." 30 Stanford L. Rev. 533 (1978); "Solidarity

Forever - or Hardly Ever: Union Discipline. Taft Hartley and the Right of Union

Members to Resign." 66 Cornell L. Rev . 74. 106-114 (1980); "The Status of

Unauthorized and 'Wildcat' Strikes Under the National Labor Relations Act." 52

rompW Law Quarteriv 672 (1967).

I have also advocated regulation of "union abuses or excesses" in the Internal

union electoral process and have advocated mandated secret ballot box elections of

union leaders by the rank and file. See. Agenda , pp. 176-77. Moreover, contrary to

the views of many labor unions. I have advocated both statutory Interpretations and

legislative proposals providing for employee committees and various forms of

employee representation in the non-union sector. See Agenda , pp. 136-149; "Japan's

Reshaping of American Labor |jw." pp. 95-99 (1984).

I have taken these positions because my overall purpose in suggesting

legislative changes has not been to enhance union power; It has been to promote

stable and constructive labor relations Institutions that will respect all parties'

legitimate rights and obligations (Including those of Individual wortters). and enhance

the productivity of the nation.

As you know, should the Senate confirm me. I shall be the first Chairman of the

National tjibor Relations Board since Prolessor Harry Minis, appointed by President

Franklin Roosevelt In 1940. to possess a background as an impartial and neutral

arbitrator and mediator of labor disputes. I believe that it is this experience which

demonstrates that I will be able to faithfully enforce the existing Act. even where I

would preier legislative changes.

As 1 stated to the Committee on October 1 . 1 will be lair In the role of Chairman of

the Boanj because that role Is analogous to my arbitral experience. In my arbitration

cases. I have been frequently called upon to fashion opinions and awards which were

based upon the dictates of the collective bargaining agreement to the parties,

notwithstanding any policy views I might have to the contrary.

2. I do not believe that alter almost 60 years of authoritative construction of the

NLRA by the courts and prior Boards thai the Board has ".
. . broad discretion to shape

labor relations policy," and I have not expressed this view. I do not agree with the

conclusion that the Board can "easily distinguish any given case from the Supreme

Court's doctrine." Congress fashions the national labor policy and the Board only has
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aiilhorlty lo fill In gaps consistent with the policy established by Congress as
Interpreted by the Supreme Court But H Is the overall policy of Congress that the

Board must at an times seek to Implement.

I do not Intend to follow any 'tradition* favorable to one side or another. As I

Indicated at the hearing. I Intend to pursue a balanced approach through which the

Board can reach out to and obtain acceptance from both labor and management, so
that, I would hope, all would believe that the agency was respectful of the legitimate

Interests of all sides and was faithful to the policies of the statute. As was the case with

my record of more than a quarter of a century as an arbitrator. I shall act as an Impartii

neutral. Under the leadership of James Stephens, the Board has exhibited

Impartiality, neutrality, and principled decisionmaking. As Chairman, I intend to

continue In that direction.

In this connection, my goals concerning my behavior as Chairman are welt-

reflected In the attached generous letter to the Committee from management labor

lawyer George Preonas of the Seylarth. Shaw. Falnweather & Geraldson law firm In

Los Angeles, who kindly furnished me with a copy of this document. Mr. Preonas

notes that the Board Is now confronted with a "crossroad" which was missed here In

California In connection with the Agricultural Labor nelatlons Board. On my role as

Chairman and on the problems of past Boards, Mr. Preonas stated the following to you

on September 22:

Going back to the Carter Administration and continuing

through the Republican years, there has been an
abundance of split decisions and too many members with

an agenda of revising the law rather than enforcing the law.

Disregarding precedent, ellorls were made to "reform" the

Act and bypass the legislative process. The only way out of

this quandary is to have the leadership of someone of Bill

Gould's stature. He Is not only one of the country's

foremost experts In the area, but he has a practical

understanding of real life Issues through his years as an

arbitrator. I am convinced he will have the good judgment

to understand when the NLRB can and should Intervene to

stop and remedy Improper behavior and when the NLRB
should respect decisions made by parties to contracts

rather than undercut the bargaining process. Most

Important, i believe he has a respect for precedent and that

he can get the agency back on a steady course.

In the final analysis, the Interests of the Board, of the

parties who appear before the Board and of the country are

best served by appointing a Chairman of unquestioned

intellect. Integrity, fairness and judgment. BUI Gould

certainly fulfills all these requirements. He would make an

excellent Chairman.

I am pleased that numerous other letters stating similar views have been

received by the Committee from management labor lawyers throughout the United

States.

4. i can provide no greater clarity on my views on striker replacements than Is

provided In Apgnda . pp. 185-195; 198-203. However, my stated policy views In these

respects will have no role to play In Interpreting the National Labor Relations Act.

should I be confirmed These writings are suggestions for legislative changes, and

they will have no inlluence on how the unchanged statute would be interpreted Hard

and last answers to any of the more detailed questions that you ask regarding proper

striker replacement policy are dillicult and depend upon lacti arising in particular
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drcumstances. Also, given my pending nomination. I believe It would be Inappropriate
for me to state answers to any specific policy questions that tiave not bean the subject

of careful study, thought, and writing on my part.

5. As your preface notes, this is an appropriate matter for Congress to decide. I do
not deem H appropriate to express a view on hypothetical legislative proposals in the

context of the confirmation process, especially when the proposals are on an important

Issue that has not been the subject of specific, prior scholarly study and writing on my
part. However, as I noted on October 1 In response to questions from Senator Hatch

and Senator Durenberger. should the Committee decide to solidi my views about this,

or other legislative matters during my tenure on the Board, t shall be pleased to study

these issues and prepare an evaluation of them to the best of my abilities, and to

appear before the Committee at that time.

6. I d\6 not fail to mention this In my book. Please note in rrty book. Agenda , page

162, where I advocate, as a matter of legislative policy, the practice In Canada. And
please note pp. 217-218 where I describe the process in Canada. Again, the

authoritative law under the NLRA relating to the use of authorization cards Is that

stated by the Supreme Court in Gissel. and I. as Chairman of the Board, win follow and

adhere to the law as stated In Qjssfil-

7a. As I said to Senator Hatch on October 1 . 1 have expressed agreement with the

position of Chairman Stephens, i.e.. that an employer should be required to verify Its

economic position where it Is capable ol economic verification, f^ielsen Lithographing

QS^, 305 NLRB 697. 706-707 (Stephens dissenting). With regard to your second

questions. I shall decide cases that come before the Board on the basis of the relevant

facts, arguments and authorities.

7b. The discussion referred to is a reference to a legislative proposal, and Is not In

any way intended to assert a position regarding any possible NLRB Interpretation of

an employer's obligations under the unamended Act. My writings do, however.

Include recommendations regarding possible union disclosure duties as well as

employer disclosure duties.

8. My views regarding possible legislative alterations In the Act's current remedial

scheme are stated at Agenda , p. 165-166. I believe these pages answer most of your

questions In this area. With regard to your question conceming the possibility of

excessive litigation, experience indicates that as a general matter effective remedies

ultimately discourage employment fitigation because they encourage compliance with

legal standards. I would also note that, as a general matter. I do believe that the issue

of whether any given legal change will Increase litigation Is an important one. and that

the law should generally seek to accomplish Its ends In a fashion that will not

needlessly Increase the costs, delays, and ineificiencies of excessive litigation.

Indeed. I discussed this Issue In my Hearing Statement, when I emphasized my desire

to promote the greater use of settlements of disputes that are t)efore the Board.

9. I would once again note that, as Chairman of the Board. I am obliged to • and I

Intend to - adhere to the relevant Supreme Court authority. In the duty to bargain area,

the relevant Supreme Court decisions are Borg Warner , plbreboard . and First National

Maintenance , and these decisions make unmistakably clear that under this Act there

are 'lundamental Issues (which) management alone (may) decide.* Those issues

Include a variety of plant closure Issues and product design issues.

The many hypothetlcals raised in your questions all present interesting and

provocative issues. On most ol them. I have not expressed a view and have not

formulated a view. Of course, the elimination ol the distinction between mandatory

and permissive subjects of bargaining is not a policy Judgment that Is open to the

Board, and any legislative modilication of the current law would come to the Board In
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the context of concrete legislation which would reded legislatively determined
standards In this area. Again, as I staled to Senator Hatch and Senator Ourenberger

on Octobe' i should this Committee and other relevant committees soUdt my views as

part of an -^ulry into possible legislative change. I shall be pleased to examine any
proposals mat may be at issue and present my best analysis for the Committee't

benefit.

With regard to your questions about equal partnership, my view is that this

matter Is best resolved by the parties themselves through voluntary collective

bargaining. Illustrations of this are contained In Agenda , pp. 104-105; 123-131. Of

course, under American labor law, the employer may unilaterally institute its own
position subsequent to bargaining to impasse.

10. To understand my criticism of the Ellis decision's reasoning with respect to the

treatment of organizing expenses under the Railway Labor Act. It Is necessary to

examine the paragraph prior to the one that you quote. It provides the basis for the

conclusions that you note. I am quoting H here from 'The Burger Court and L^bor Law"

at 61:

The proposition that expenditures for organizational activity

are not germane to collective bargaining and therelore

cannot be Imposed upon those who would otherwise be
free riders, an Idea which received no explication

whatsoever by Justice White In Ellis , totally ignores what all

observers of labor-management relations have Itnown

since the beginning of organized relationships between the

two: Unions must organize and recruit new members to

protect the gains and standards of those in the bargaining

unit. This is especially so when the organizational activities

are taking place amongst employers which are direct

competitors of the enterprise in which the dues are

conected-although the tnjth of this proposition seems to me
to be self-evident in other situations as well.

Although I believe that my criticism Is valid, I would once again emphasize that, as

Chairman of the NLRB I would have no authority to aflect those Supreme Court

decisions. With regard to the Issue of how I would analyze related Issues that might

come before the Board. I would give full respect to Supreme Courl authorities,

iTKluding the Beck decision, which Is the subjed of ongoing NLRB proceedings In this

area. Because of these ongoing NLRB proceedings, and because I have not engaged

In spedfic scholariy study nor expressed a point of view about Beck and related Issues

in my writings. I believe it would be inappropriate to engage in any general

discussions of these issues.

11. As I said to Senator Hatch on Odober 1. the Supreme Court has charaderized

the Issue as an open one in Gissel . As I noted in my response to Senator Hatch, there

are three drcults which hold a view which is contrary to that articulated by the Court of

Appeals for the Distrld of Columbia in Conalr. I also stated - and I reiterate In

response to your question • that should the General Counsel issue a complaint in this

area, I would consider the case on the basis of an the relevant fads and law As part of

my inquiry In the case, I would fully study and consider the arguments and authority of

the Conalr dedsion. other court decisions, all relevant Board decisions, and any other

arguments or authorities raised In the briefs by the parties to the case.

12 My reasoning regarding first contrad arbitrations Is provided In Aoendfl .

partlcutariy at pp 167-170 and 222-230 Once again, however, I must emphasize that

the current statute would not authorize any such Board-Imposed artjitration process.

I^y writings In this area are purely In the nature of legislative reform proposals and

have no bearing on any Issues regarding how the current Ad might be Interpreted.
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13. With regard to many of the issues raised In your question, I have not expressed

or formulated a view at present. I would not feel comfortable formulating and stating

views on these complex and dilficult Issues without substantial study and reflection.

Once again, however, if these issues should arise during my tenure as a Board

member I would give fun effect to all controlling authority under the current AcL

14. My view Is that • depending on the specific issue • such matters can be handled

by all branches of government, including Congress, t would note, however, that

historically, the judiciary has played a leading role in fashioning rules relating to race

and civH rights In connections with the Equal Protection Clause. This phenomenon
has been most pronounced where Important ar>d divisive issues have not been dealt

with by legislators. Of course, the most signiricani example of this is Prown v^ Board of

Education . The current law on affirmative action is a mix of rules enacted by

Congress, often exercising its powers under the Fourteenth Amendment, and rules

•stablished by the Supreme Court.

15. As 8 matter of policy, I have advocated expedited union representation

elections. As to the nature of existing Board authority, my views are expreMed In

AOfinda. at pp. 158-62,

16. With regard to the first question, I have not expressed a point of view on this and

I have not formulated one at present. With regard to the second question, see the

quote which you have provided at page 141 of the Agenda With regard to the third

question. I have not expressed a point of view and have not formulated a position on

this.

With regard to the second paragraph and the first question, my answer is no.

What Is advocated In Agenda is 'members only* representation, something very

different from the principles of exclusivity.

Again, my proposal does not relate to my role as Chairman of the National

Labor Relations Board. As Chairman of the Board, I would be enforcing the existing

law as written, which contains nothing relating to the proposal that I had made relating

to representation rights set forth In tNs question.

As I state at page 165 of Agenda , this kind of system existed In the federal

government prior to President Kennedy's 1962 Executive Order relating to federal

employees. As you know. It has existed and does exist for many state and municipal

employees throughout the United States.

The proposal does not Involve exclusive bargaining rights for a union. As was

the case with federal government employees prior to President Kennedy's 1962

Executive Order, unions would represent only their members.

With regard to the second paragraph and its second question, f do not advocate

proportional trade union representation.

17. With regard to the first question, my belief is that Issues relating to the health

and salety of employees are vital to the concerns of both workers and employers, and

where unions exclusive bargaining representatives they should be Involved along the

Bnes that Senator Kennedy's legislation advocates. A contrary view would be harmful

to the system ol exclusive bargaining representation, a basic process which Is central

to the National Labor Relations Act, which I am obliged to follow as Chairman and

which I suppon as a matter of policy.

18. Yes, I do favor labor management cooperation. With regard to the other

questions, see Agenda , pp. 139-147. The answers to the last two questions in this

paragraph depend on a wide variety of factors which may play a role regarding the
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proper application of section 8(a) (5) of the NLRA. As a general matter, however, a
unionized employer may not Ignore the obligation to bargain In good lalth and In some
drcumstances this would be applicable In establishment of a panldpalion pTjgram. At

the same time, where a program allows broad employee participatlo'^ wrthin a
bargaining unit, alt employees, union and non-union, should be part ol tha wmployet
participation program.

19. See AflfiOdfl. pp. 139-147. I would note, however, that many of the members of

the Board who decided Electrpmation emphasized the narrowness of their decision.

In the relevant pages noted above and elsewhere. I have put forth ideas about the way
In which Electromatlon should be Interpreted In this area as well as proposals lor

leglslath/e reform.

20. With regard to all questions, these are matters which shall come before the

Board and I shall consider them subsequent to confirmation, should the Senate
confirm me. Any decisions reached by the Board In any rulemaking proceeding will be
based on the arguments and evidence gathered from alt parties In the public

proceeding. My views. wNch are not yet formulated, win be based on the full record of

such a proceeding.

21. I define the labor movement as representatives of employees who have banded
together for various purposes. With regard to the second question, the answer Is yes.

WHh regard to the Ihird question, the answer could be yes depending upon the lorm of

the employee participation program. With regard to the fourth question, I have

assumed In my writings that the labor movement Involved some kind of organized

Structure. Therefore, the absence ol some kind ol strvicture woukJ not t>e within the

term "labor movement" as I have used that term.

22. As Chairman of the Board. I shall follow the law under both Belt Aerospace and

Yeshlva With regard to my Ideas as to how the law should be changed In this regard.

see In particular pp. 142-144 ol the Agenda .

23. Insofar as this question may relate to the lawfulness ol union security clauses

under the Natlonel Labor nelations Act. It Is not appropriate lor me to comment.
Inasmuch as those Issues may be presented In litigation before the Board.

24. This is a matter which may come before the Board and It Is therefore not

appropriate lor me to express a position beyond my published writings.

25. See my answer to question 24.

26a. As Chairman of the Board. I shall lollow the standards lashioned by the

Supreme Court In Lechmere . With regard to the other questions set lorth. see Agenda.

pp. 157-158.

26b. Again, see Agenda , pp. 157-158.

26c. The question of accommodation between the National Labor Relations Act and

other statutes or sources of law, Is a diincult one which does not yield to an easy

generalization I am unable to answer the question with precision, except to note that

the issue has been addressed by the United Stales Supreme Coun and other courts

on a number of occasions In the labor law arena with regard to the National Labor

Relations Act. as well as other statutes. See. eg.. NLRB v. Fansteet Me tallurgical

Cam, 306 U.S. 240 {I939): New Negro Alliance v Sanitary Grocery Co.. 303 US 552

(1938): Southern Steamship Co. v. NLRB. 316 U.S 31 (1942): Carpv v. Westinohouse

Electric Corp. . 375 VS. 261 (1964): NLRB v. Tanner Motor Livery Ltd .. 394 F.2d I (9th

CIr. 1965); Alexander v Gardner-Denver Company . 415 U.S. 36 (1974); United States

v. Hutchinspn . 312 U.S. 219 (1940^: United Mine Wprkert; of America v Pennington.
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381 U.S. 657 (1965): I oral 1B9 Mea t Cirtlere v. Jewel Tea Co.. 381 U.S. 678 (1965);

pnnnan Consfntrttnn Co v. The Plumbers Locat 100. 421 U.S. 616 (1975).

26d. See answer provided to 26c.

27. These questions Involve matters which may come before the Board and

therefore It would not be appropriate for me to express a point of view. Once again. I

would note thai my written views have been the result of extensive scholarly study and

reflection on my part. I have not written on this Issue, nor hava I engaged In timllarty

extensive scholarly study or reflection.
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Additional Questions for Professor Nilliaa Gould froB Senator
Orrln G. Hatch, October 5, 1993

1) Nhat role do you think the Board can/should play in
promoting labor-management cooperation?

3) Tou have stated that the Board has considerable latitude
within the confines of current law to remove 'roadblocks* to
einployee involvement programs and other cooperative labor-
management relationships. In your view, what roadblocks
currently exist? How can the Board, under your leadership,
clear these roadblocks?

3) The Commission for the Future of Labor-Management Relations
is expected to suggest a number of reforms to our nation's
labor laws. Hhat role do you expect to play when those
suggestions are presented to the Secretary of Labor? Will
you be an advocate for those changes that are also mentioned
In your book?

4) In your testimony before the Committee, you advocated
rulemaking as one way of reducing delay and expediting
unfair labor practice litigation. In what other areas of
the law do you advocate rulemaking by the Board? Why?

5) Tou stated in your testimony before the Committee that only
2 of the arbitration cases that you settled have been
challenged by the parties involved, a very Impressive record
of achievement. What issues were raised in those 2

challenges? How were those issues eventually resolved?

6) As you know, under the Hackay doctrine, unfair labor
practice strikers must be reinstated when a strike ends, but
employers have the option of permanently replacing economic
strikers. In your view, how does current case law
distinguish between economic and ULP strikes?

7) Tou stated in your testimony before the Committee that
despite your advocacy of labor law reform, you will enforce
and interpret the law as it is presently written. To what
extent will you rely on current Board precedent in doing so?
Are there any areas (i.e. employee Involvement, information
disclosure) in which you are less likely to rely on Board
precedent? Please explain.

8) Tou stated in your testimony that there is a presumption of

stability in our nation's labor laws and that the Board
should have •substontial reason" to reverse decisions such
as Conalr. What (actors would you consider in determining
whether 'substantial reason* exists?

9) Tou have expressed dissatisfaction with the NLRB's holding
in Otis Elevator (II) that employer decisions to transfer
and consolidate operations are not mandatory subjects of

bargaining unless the decision "turns on labor costs.* Do
you believe there is 'substantial reason" to overturn or
modify this decision? In your view, how much latitude would
the Board have to do so?

10) in your testimony before the Committee, you stated that 'the
Board can do nothing whatsoever about Mack-y.* However, in
your book, you advocate a rebuttable presumption that
temporary employees are sufficient to meet the employer's
needs. Please clarify your view.

Could the shift to "rebuttable presumption" be accomplished
without a change in the statute? Why or why not?
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11) Ton hav* vtatad that ^«ploT«r claivt that can b«
•conoalcally verified ahould be verified. Would you obllae
•n *»ployer to dlacloae financial Inforaiatlon to a union If
the eaiplnyer claiaa that It la already paving wagea higher
than the prevailing ratea of ita eo«petitlofi In the aaae
labor auirketr Pleaaa explain.

12) Toil have stated i 'Whenever financial data la neceaaary for
the union to verify the employer 'a economic poaltlon,
whether It be In the for« of productlona. aalea or profit
flgtirea, ought to be available to it and Ita repreaentatlvea
who poaaaaa esportlae.* In your view, doea the Board hav*
authority to co*pel auch dlacloaare andar the Act aa
written? Pleaae explain.

13) In your teatlpiony, you atatadf *I would like to aee the
aecr'>t ballot bos becoae awra Incluelve. I would like to
find waya In which atore workexa can naa the aacret ballot
box election.* Doea thla wean that you Intend to aae your
position aa Chalrwan to wake It eaalar tor nnlena to xequeat
an election? rieaae explain.

AMSWPRS TO AnOtTtONAt QtlgSTIONS FROM RPNATOR OBBIN O HATCM

1. As I said In my statemeni of Odober 1. th« Board can play a rolt by bringing

tabor and managemcnl logrlher Informally lo discuss Iha functions of tha Board and lis

procedures. I am uncenain about the predsa form that this should taka bacauss of tht

potential rtievance of various places of so-called ' sunsHne" legislation. As I have

htdlcated. I Intend to meet witii the leaders of both tabor and management, tawyara

and non-lawyers, to discuss the ways In wtilch the Board can function nwra afledlvaty.

As t have Indlcnted. In this connection, I would foUow the general approach which was
uaad ao auccessMly uf>der the Chairmanship of Batty Murphy.

2. The roadblocks are Sections 2(5) and B(a) (2) as Interpreted. I belleva that I

cannot be more spedltc than I have been In my statement and In my writings because

INs would Involve comment en cases that would coma belora Iha Board artd IMa

would rwt be appropriate.

3. As I Indicated on October 1 , my role as a dedstonmaker Is solely to Interpret tha

taw as wrHlen. As I indicated to you on October t In response to your questions abot4

onion vteience. should the Committee - and indeed the relevant House CommMaa -

aoMctt my views on labor taw ralorm. I shaH be pleased to present them.

I do r>ot plan to play any role In connection wtth the proposals set forth by tt>a

Commission for the Future oi Labor- Management Ralatlona. I ahaR not be an

advocate tor tti« Commlsston In any way, shape, or lorm.

As I h>dtaated to you In our meeting on September 29. I shall not meet with

either labor or maoDgement In ed hoc strategy ssssknts atwul leglsiatton, whethar Itia

leglslatlon is proposed by lt>e Ountop Commission or not

4. Ptoasa see my artswar to Senator Kassebaum's quastton 20.

5. Tiwse cns»s a'P referred to In my aiide "Judldri Review of Labor ArbltraHon

Awards." 64 fJoIre Dnm> L Rev. 464 (1989) at 464. in ^1iif^n# TrHnsnen Lines, f

issued a ceas«» and desist order agalrvst a unions vtoiailon of the rw-strike provision In

Ww collective bargaining agreement. At the time of my award, the United Stales

Supreme Court had held In Slnrtatr Reflnlnn Co v Atkinson . 370 US. 195 (1962) thai

the Norris LaGuardia Act prohibited federal courts from Issuing Injunctions lor a

union's violation of a noslrike dnuse In a coOedlve bargaining agreement The

question of whether an erblttator was authorized to Issue an entorceable award

prohibiting a strike through a cease and desist order where there had been a violation

ot a no strike dause wa^ an open or»e. (01 course, there was no question about the

lawlulness o' the award In my case • simply Its entorceabiniy under the authority of

SIndalf .l Although my award In this case was not enforced, my view about the
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propriety of such an arbitrator's award was later followed by the Court of Appeals for

the Fifth CIrcuH In New Orleans Sleamship Association v. General Lonoshore WorVer^i.

389 F.2d 369 (5th CIr. 1968) Subsequently, as you know, the United States Supreme
Coon reversed Its position In SiQCiall in Bovs Marltets. Inc. v. Retail ClerVjt tinlon 398
U.S. 235 (1970). a decision which I have supported In "Labor ln)unctlons. Unions and
the Judqes: The Boys Markets Case.' 1970 Supreme Court Review 215. Accordingly,

under Boys Mart<ets - which was not the law at the time of my award - the award would
have been enforced In Fight of the accommodation fashioned between the Norrls-La

Quardla Act and the National Labor Relations Act.

The second case is Brotherbood of Teamsters Local 85 v. S.E. Rvkoft & Co In

tbis case. I held that a grievance filed by the union was not filed In a timely fashion.

The court denied the union's motion for summary judgment to vacate the award
because, in the court's view, my award was a "plausible" Interpretation of the

coilecttve bargaining agreement. Said the court:

The Arbitrator performed his Job, which Includes not only

listening to the arguments of the parties, but also

Interpreting the evidence. This court cannot say that the

decision is an implausible Interpretation of the collective

bargaining agreement.

6. For my understanding of this Issue, see A Primer on American Labor Law . 3d
•(fition. pp. 97-98 and particularly cases dted In footnote 51 on p. 264.

7. It Is difficult to state or define with precision the extent to which I would rely upon
current Board precedent In any given areas of law. My statement, to which you have
alluded in question 8. describes the careful examination that I shall give to Board and
drcuit court precedent as well as. of course, that fashioned by the Supreme Court. As I

explained to you. I will approach Board precedent with a presumption of correctness.

Since there are a number of issues which may come before the Board Involving

employee involvement programs, ft Is inappropriate to comment beyond my writings,

my statement on October 1 . and my answers provided to Senator Kassebaum. With

regard to Information disclosure. I reiterate my answer provided to you on October 1

where I expressed my view that I would have a view similar to Chairman Stephens.

However in this area as welt as others. I will dedde cases based upon the relevant

facts and law.

8. In deciding whether any particular Board precedent should be overturned, I will

consider a variety of factors. A non-exdusive list of such factors would indude the

following:

Rrst. as I have noted. I would enter the Inquiry with a presumption that any

given Board precedent should not be overturned, absent substantial reason. This

factor Is based on my belief that stability of legal rules is an important value, and that

the Board's credibility depends In part on the ability of parties to rely on the Board's

rules.

Second. I would fully examine the legal reasoning of the precedent and all other

arguments In favor of or against the correctness of its Interpretation of the Ad. In this way I

would determine whether I believed it to be corred. and, If Incorred. I would determine the

nature and seriousness of the error In relation to the provisions and the purposes of the

Ad.

Third, I would examine an court and Board precedents as well as scholarly artldes

and books on this and on related issues, not only as part of my research described

above, bv 'iso to determine how Important the precedent In questlor has been In the

overall »" opment of the law Similarly, I would examine whethe ^e precedent In

questior ives the kind of rule on which legitimate reliance Interests nave arisen.
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In discussing the overruling of Board precedent, one las! point should be

mentioned. The Board does not decide which Issues come before M, since under this Act

the authority to Issue complaints lor violations of the Act rests with the General Counsel.

As a consequence. H Is often the case that a prior Board decision leads a General

Counsel to refrain from Issuing complaints, with the result that the Issue of Ihe continued

validity of the prior decision is never presented to the Board.

9. I do not believe that ft Is appropriate lor me to comment on this particular Issue,

which could come before the Board. I shall consider the Issue on the basis of all Ihe facts

and relevant law. which now includes the Dubuoue decision, 303 NLRB 386 (1991).

enforcement granted, 143 LRRM 3001 (D.C. CIr 1993). which has overruled the Qfls

Elevator (II) case to which you refer. My analysis. If the Issue comes before the Board,

wifl generally follow the approach outlined In response to the prior question.

10. I think that you are relerring to Agenda , page 193. In this connection. If you will

note the second sentence, which speaks of temporary replacements, follows a first

sentence whteh discusses what Congress can do. In no vtny does It relate to what the

Board can do. Accordingly, this change In the law cannot be accomplished without a

change In the statute, because Mackav clearly gives employers the right to use

permanent replacements In economic strikes.

11. In my judgment, the test should be whether the matter invoked by one side Is

capable of economic verification. This would contribute to the rational discourse that

one would hope for In the collective bargaining process. Beyond these comments. It Is

Inappropriate for me to say more because the matter may come before the Board as it

has come before the Board In the recent past.

12. Again, my view Is generally the same as that stated by Chairman Stephens In

his dissent In Nellson LHhographipq . Of course, I would consider such a case on the

basis of an the relevant facts and authorities.

13. No. In my testimony I was relerring to the ways In which more employees couW
vote in secret ballot box elections established by the Board. See particularty my
comments In the penultimate paragraph on page 159 ol Agenda .
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rollow-up Questions for Professor Nillian Gould
from Senator Orrin Hatch

Oct. IB, 1993

1. In your written responses to question number 7, you state
that -with regard to information disclosure, I reiterate my
answer provided to you on Oct 1 where I expressed my view that 1

%rauld have a view similar to Chairman Stephens." In response to

a question by Senator Kassebaum and to my question number 12, you
also specifically cite Chairman Stephens' dissent In Nielsen
Lithographi ng Co. as an example of your agreement with him. Do
you also agree with Chairman Stephens' concurrence in Concrete
Pipe and Products Corp. . 305 HLRB 152 (1991)7

1

.

As a general proposition. \he concurrence properly describes the law fashioned

by the Supreme Courl which alt members are obfiged lo follow. The key question In

Chairman Slepliens" view related to whether the parllcular words used by the

employer In that case, without more, placed at Issue the Hnandal health of the

business Bpcause questions relating lo the predse application of the relevant

standard are likely to come belore the Board In the lulure. and In any gh^en case their

resolution may depend on a variety ol factual and contextual Issues. I do not believe

that N would be appropriate lor mo to express a more detailed view at tWs point.

2. In your response to Senator Durenberger'e first question, you
cite your previously stated support for *a more vigorous use of
the injunction provisions of the statute under Section 10(j).'

(a) Please explain and detail in what respects, if any, you feel
that prior use of 10(j) has not been vigorous enough.

2. (a) I cannot describe my view In any more detail than I have provided at pages

160-162 ol AgetyJa As I sinte there. I am "puzzled" by ll»e dedlne In sedion 10(J)

authorizations My sirggeslion that use ol 10(J) may have been Insulfldently vigorous

Is based upon tl»€ stallsUcs set forth In the above-noted pages. But as I Indcale In

/Vgenda. a fuft and complete answer to this question must awail further research

because of the multiciplldly of factors which could be Involved.

(b) Please explain and detail what you mean by a •more vigorous
use. '

(b) I have nol described this In any more detail than I have In Aflfinda and I

have r>ol formutaled a further view at present

(c) It is my understanding that the Board decides whether to
authorize or not to authorize the General Counsel to seek 10(j)
injunctions only in cases in which the General Counsel has
requested such authorization. Does your intention to make mora
vigorous use of 10(j) envision any change in this regard?

(c) Undet current Board practice, authorization Is appropriate only ¥vhen the

General Counsel makes a request. I have not formulated a point of view on any Issues

relating to the Board s delegation of authority to the General Counsel In this area, and I

would want to have the opportunity to consider and relied upon this matter.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR STROM THURMOND (R-SC) FOR WILLIAM GOULD

1. Mr. Goald, aa you know, double breasting, or dual shops. In

the construction Industry Involves the practice by a

contractor of operating two or acre subsidiaries, at least

one of which Is union and another Is non-union or open shop.

Do yon feel the decisions Issued by the National Labor

Relations Board which acknowledge the legality of this

practice were correctly decided? So long as the two

subsidiaries are legally and properly separate, do you have

any problem with both subsidiaries operating in the saiie

geographic area? Should the union contract extend to the

open shop?

2. Mr. Gould, it is siy fim belief that it is the role of the

Board to interpret the National Labor Relations Act and not

to legislate on the subject of labor relations. Nould you

please give ma your thoughts on policy sMking povrers of the

Board?

3. Mr. Gould, in your book Agenda for Reform , you express that

you believe authorization cards should be preferred over

secret ballot elections to certify unions. In view of the

fact that the signing of authorisation cards can be

influenced by outside pressures, would you please explain

your views on this Issue?

4. Mr. Gould, please explain whether you would support

requiring that a union conduct a secret ballot vote of its

membership prior to calling a strike?

5. Mr. Gould, with regard to the purchasing of a company, you

have stated that "the obligation to assume the old

collective bargaining agreement should be imposed upon any

purchaser as a condition of purchase." 1 believe this

policy would discourage potential buyers from purchasing

troubled companies. Would you please comment?

6. Mr. Gould, in your book ^^.^nda for Reform, you argue that

permanent replacement of strikers should be banned. Tou
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also «o:ite about tha difficulty of knowing whether a strike

is of the unfair labor practice or economic variety. As you

know, under current law, an unfair labor practice ruling by

the Board entails reinstatement and back pay. A ruling that

a strike is economic leaves strikers with a place on the

preferential rehire list. Since you appear critical of the

latter result, how can you guarantee that your view of the

facts in a given case will not be colored in favor of the

unfair labor practice finding?

7. Mr. Gould, you have stated that 'Amendments to the [National

Labor Relations) Act that allow for cooperative

relationships between employees and the employer aire

desirable.* However, you have stated that the NLRB's

Electromation decision was a narrow decision. Why should

the Board have found a violation when the NLRB specifically

found that the employer did not know about the organizing

drive when it established the management-employee

committees?

ANSWERS TO SENATOR STROM THURMQNDS QUESTIONS

1. This Is a matter which has and will likely come before the Board In the future

and It Is therefore Inappropriate for me to comment beyond the answer I have given to

Senator Kassebaum s question 27.

2. Only Congress can legislate and make policy. The Board must Interpret the

National l-Bbor Relations Act within confines established by Congress parllcuiarly In

the context of 60 years of litigation which has provided numerous authoritative

constructions by the courts and prior Boards. Where there are ambiguities by virtue of

the broad language of the statute, the Board must necessarily resort to the general

polides contained In the statute, as well as to the relevant legislative history.

3. As Chairman. I would follow relevant Supreme Court authority relating to

authorization cards, see. e q , NLRB v. Gissel . As Chairman of the Board, I cannot

depart frcTi this authority established for me by the Court.

With regard to my proposals In Agenda . I proposed that authorization cards only

be used In accordance with the Canadian system which required - at least until 1992

at the time of the completion of the manuscript - the payment ol dues and the promise

to continue to pay dues My view has been that peer pressure Is much less likely to

play a significant role In Interfering with employee free choice In these circumstar>ces

and that this proposal would promote free choice.
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4. I support the conduct of a secret ballot vote with membership prior to caning a

strike. See Agenda , p. 201 in particular. However, as Chairman ol the Board, I cannot

require such a ballot since the statute does not provide for that at present. Only

Congress can change the law In this regard.

5. My answer to this question depends upon the circumstances under which the

presumption which I advocate on page 1 74 could be rebutted. I have not expressed a

view on this matter and have not formulated a position. See also my answer to

Senator Kassebaum's question 13.

8. I Intend to consider all unfair labor practice Issues on the basis of the relevant

facts and law. Just as my arbitration opinions and awards have not been Influenced

by views which are contrary to that set forth In collective bargaining agreements, so

also will f Interpret this statute In accordance with the Intention of Congress, t have

discussed this Issue at length In my answer to Senator Kassebaum's question 1

.

7. There are numerous factors which the Board and the courts take into account In

determining the question of whether unfair labor practice violations have been

committed in the ^lectromation arena other than knowledge about a particular

organizing drive . My proposals about amending the Act in Aoenda are in part focused

upon knowledge about an organizing drive. Of course, the Job description of NLRB
Chairman requires that I interpret existing law solely on the basis under which

Congress has written It. See also my answer to Senator Kassebaum's question 19.

Additional Questions From Senator Durenberger

1. ibtpedlted WTJtB Review

In March, I Introduced 'The Justice for Permanently

Displaced Striking Workers Act of 1993,- S. 598, ,.^,^.
The bill would a»end the National Labor Relations

Act CNLRA") to require administrative law judges and the

Jatiinal Labor ReHtlons Board CNLRB') to adhere to timetables

for adjudicating unfair labor practice charges of ^°J^^l\^.
bargaining where permanent strike replacements have been hired.

A recent GAO study found that the median time in rT89 to decide

SlP cHes was 300^days, compared with 133 days at the -t-rt of

the decade, 1980. The median interval *>«tw«en filing a charge

and judicial enforcement was over 3 years in FTBS. Under my

billt

— AU's must hold hearings within 60 days after •

complaint is filedi

ALJ's must reach decisions 60 days after holding

hearings)

— Appeals of ALJ decision must be filed within 30 days

after a decision is reached (responding party has 15

days ) ; and

— The HLRB must reach a decision 90 days after briefs are

filed

The bill was referred to the Senate Labor Committee with no

subsequent action.

In Af^Pnd a for Peform , you also criticize the NLRB s

excesslvidiiay in adjudicating unfair labor practice cases, a

cite thlB as one of the factors contributing to the decline in
nd

n
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union win rates In representation elections over the last decade
(Agenda for Refopn. pages 158-162). As I pointed out at the
hearing, the problem of delay in adjudicating unfair labor
practice charges la not a recent phenomenon.

I am interested in your thoughts on S.59B. Can you also
identify other areas where you would like to see rase-manageae.'^c
reform at the NLRB7 Which of c ose changes would require
Congressional action, and which could be accompliahed through
administrative rulemaking.

2. Kini-Pnione fe.Q. Workforce Balkanltationl

Under current law, a union must gain support from 51% of the
workforce in order to gain representation rights. This principle
of majority rule is basic to current federal labor law.

Tou have advocated a change to this system. In your view,
when 20%-30% of the workforce desires union representation, a
union should be allowed to represent that segment of th«
workforce.

In Agenda for Reform , you «n:lt«t

'The (National Labor Relations] Act should be amended so as
to allow nonmajority organizations to represent employees
and to be consulted and share information about employer
decision making that affect employment conditions where 20

or 30 percent of the employees have petitioned the Board to
this effect. Under such circumstances consultation and
communication should be mandated.' Agenda for Reform , p.
141.

What type of consultation with the employer do you believe
should be mandated when 20% of the employees choose the union?
Should bargaining be mandated? What information, specifically,
should employers be required to disclose under these
circumstances 7

Also, wouldn't this reform mean that unions would win every
organizing campaign because when 80% of employees reject the
union, the union still acquires the right to represent the
remaining 20% of employees?

3. Role as Chairman

As the title of your book indicates, you are by nature a
reformer. From a "reformist" standpoint, how trould you approach
your role as NLRB Chairman differently than you have your role ai

an academic? As Chairman, %«>uld you describe your adjudicative
philosophy as "activist,' "strict constructionist," "moderate,"
or what?

ANSWERS TO ADDfTIONAL QUgSTIONS FROM SFNATOR DAVE DiJRFNBERGER

1. As I Indicated to you and Senator Jeffords, I am supporltve of any legislation or
administrative reform which would expedite the Board's administrative processes. I

view the problem of delay to be an extremely serious one and. as I Indicated In my
October I statement and testimony, my first order of business as Chairman of the
National Labor Relations Board would be to find ways. Including the formulation of

timetables, to address this problem.
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Although I Incflcated In my responses to you and Senator Jeffords regarding the

Issue of legislation giving priority to unfair tabor practice charges relating to permanent

replacements, that I am supportive of any legislation which would expedite the Board's

administrative process. I do not believe that it is appropriate for me to comment upon
specific legislation that has not been the subject of extensive study and writing on my
part, In the context of confirmation hearings. As t have Indicated to you and all of the

other Senators who have posed questions to me, should I be confirmed. I would be

pleased to study any specific legislative proposals and present my views on the labor

legislation at an appropriate lime should the Committee determine that they wish to

•olidt my views as NLRB Chairman on this subject.

The problem of unfair labor practice litigation in the context of permanent
replacements, where a substantial period of time elapses during which the strikers and
employers do not know their status - I.e., whether they are In the economic or unfair

labor practice category • Is a serious problem and creates a substantial uncertainty for

both sides as to their rights, obligations and potential liabilities. This is why I have

advocated In Agenda at p. 1 72 that the statute be amended to allow the Board to Issue

advisory opinions on such Issues. As I have noted, the advisory opinion should allow

the Board to advise the parties '.
. .In advance what the status of the Item on the table

Is (I e-< whether mandatory or nonmandatory. . .)" so that the parties may bargain

Intelligently afterwards and that uncerlainty can be reduced.

Again, this reform would take a statutory amendment. There Is nothing that the

Chairman of the Board can accomplish in this respect on his or her own Initiative.

On pages 161-162 of Agenda . I advocate changes relating to the delay problem

which can be accomplished without Congressional legislation: (1) adherence to firm

timetables for t>oth representation and unfair labor practice proceedings through

regulations devised by the Board; (2) an extension of the Board's rulemaking authority

to other appropriate units beyond the hospital industry; and (3) a more vigorous use of

the Injunction provisions of the statute under Section 10(j).

Further, as I noted in my statement on October 1. I intend to explore the

formulation of new discovery and settlement procedures which would t>e designed to

t)oth resolve unfair \Bbor practice cases without litigation and to diminish the problem

of delay. Again, this Is a step which can be taken by the Board through Its regulations

without legislation.

There is an additional concern that I would raise relating to the Issue of delay.

Obviously, the ability of the Board to act wfith dispatch is In part a function of the

Board s t)udget. I would note that Chairman Edward Miller raised this issue with the

Committee during his confirmation hearings in 1970. See Hearings Belore the Senate

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on the Nomination of Edward B. Miller to be a

Member of the NLRB, 91st. Cong. 2d Sess. 20 (1970). Should the Senate confirm me,

my hope would be that budgetary concerns which might flow from the need to expedite

which stem from legislation or administrative reforms should be examined at an

appropriate time.

2. See my answer to Senator Kassebaum In Question 16.

3. In large measure, this question has been answered In response to the first

question put to me by Senator Kassebaum. I would decide cases, as I have as an

arbitrator, within the parameters established lor me by Congress under existing

legislation and my obligation would be to interpret the law as It Is currently written.

As Chairman, my adjudicative philosophy would be to ascertain Congressional

Intent through (1) the text of the statute, (2) the policies of the statute. (3) prior

authorities, and (4) the relevant legislative history. Of course, additionally, I would
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want to look at the total Integrity of the atute In order to determine Congressional

Intent. My responsi ly would be to accurately Interpret the Act by determining the

Intent of Congress as reflected In the above materials.
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die Ntllnmt Labor RMatlom BotH, Frornsui WDtlain B. (JuuM, IV. wbo k alio the PreslrfenCa

dcalfnes tor Chtfa of the Board, I wanted to ahaie ny dwogliis RgardlBf (fall dlfdngolahed tctiotar.

In over 13 year* of exferlence In lalnir telatiora law irpresenttni the Maine APL-CIO and

varlnt» cnn^lnwft antnui wtihln Itie Kfalne ATL-CIO ai well ai Tarkwt intcnntloitat anions In t

nrHy of cni| ilt»y nief< relatkw proceeding. ! lave been foreert to rtltect hmf ind htrf oa the

changing ctnidure of labor Riatinn In ibli Country ud on the rolo of Ike Natkmil Labor RchtJooi

Board In meeting Ibe new cteltcBges In Ihb Met.

Tite pothlon of the Onlr of (be National Labor Relation Board la crhlnl to the fucceefid
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eminent idioltr and i dccf md practical (hlnkcr regarding Amerka'i (occesse^ an) faltores In bbor-

iionfnnent relMlons. llh wott recent pnbtlcatloa. Aeend* fm Kefrwtn- Tht r-oture ef Emrlormct^
Efii'tlctrJWlthC.L'tt. b the t** atngle e^o'ltlon regnrdlng where m-e are, how we arrived wbere we

•re. and »-h)it »t nratt do both h tenns of NLU) action inH rolentltl letltiatl\-e action to move
knrards llie eiiluncctneM of bboT-reanagemet* relitiom and (he bcncnu which flow trow an

emplojmrflt cllnute ha^ed on nntttal terfect and a nhared commnnlty Witcreat. PrcsMent Gb«ofl has

chosen In rrof. Owdd, an hallvldiial who demonstrates a coirptthenslve nndermndlnf of (he pmhIctM

we now face h> (he labor relitlnm arcnx, the ahortconjingi of out cxmei* pdlklct and eoTTcrt Board

tnicnre, and rctnescnts also • commhrncrt to ntove to dlffettflt plaiK of labor-tninagcment rebtlom

based on the frcr)gTdtloB (hat condnoing '(he eld «-ay« bi new daya" appmack b • kM»4aae optkm not
only for Labor and Management bat for om economy aid bencx. oar iode^.

^PtofrsTOT Oootd etWeores not only a high ' -J of «»Hfctttuidh»g of coorrlei and aomctlmei
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between Labor and Managemttt.
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reform wlthh the Board T> ire critical limei nhkh can he promrlly aHdrrtsrd whhoot the ired
for Congrcitlnnal action to ast>.re thtl bbor-tehilnnj bw hi thli Country changes tn meet the irir
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fe iundi of ttih 6Kti6e and the Kit cerrer^. The NT KB eta let idmhibtnilvety to rtdoez tad trta

cflnihtm 6e\ayn hoth on elecllofi rctiitH tnd on mrktr bbor prttOe* etwrges In ki itvtew of

tdmlnfaMTativc law Jodgt recaanKaded decblom.

The conett tfcliyi imih In hrftc p»(t fhmi in hhforic nd continuliit empbiitt on the

d)fidlcJtnf7 •tped nf the Doinl'i rale rid on flic conKqnent n««d to Interpret lod lelnlerpret

ennnkrinK ind connHnj fnecedenM In hnQt (he elect)<tm ares and the nflfalr labor pnctkea tm.
TtoTtsm GomM recornrarndi efimintlng Ihete deliyt tnd (enDnf Mh t^noi ni inedlctablllty to

Board tctlona by rmtnnlgxitng imder lite AdmlHftrallTe ttrxedares Act ralea to eohtnce ttsohrtlon

trMbmrt a<1)iNltcatlon tnd to nnrmw (he bnies In K^udlcaOon rather than cortfhulog the present praciloe

of iclylne almost exrlDsWely on MivMiiil adJodKnliom. Thore of a who practice befr>re the Baud
tre ov-erwhchned by (be Tohime of cate hw. The Dmird ({uite franUy H awamped whh lodlvkhnl

•djidinttkiia. The yohnije of caitt dci1\t« paiHuny tram the (tatatory provliIon whtcb makes the

•dinhtistratlve law Jiidfes' actlots leconnncndatlom rather Ihan final actions on tmTalr labor ptactkei

and fnrflally due to the itntcture^ fnt handtlnfi onit (letermhwtloa tosnea In election caaes. Tba Board

Imn berra the procer* advocited by rrofei<or Gould tai the heattti care field by ptonrnlgatbig retuliilaia

Id ahnpflfy and tnalce more predlctabie voH deterDlnatluni. The Board ibnutd fellow on Ihia h^lal

atrerapt by expanded and even more tboroufhly developed onh determination ciheilon In othar

Indattilei.

Prcitldent Cllrton'i itpmbiatlcn of Profca^or Goitid, cofKldertng Mi eminent acholartUp, Ugh
legal tileni and his bBlghtfal thinking regnrdlng nmid refnmt, presnts (he labor-managemeat

ewwnwinlty and the Nation with an mmun! opportnnlty to make real (he proniln of our labor iclalloa

law by tncreasinr the fTre<flctahntty of decbion^ and drastically catthig decision lime. Frofennr Gould

Itaa hroneht new thinking to (his area grounded hi hrpottant tiadltlonil, deiBuuitlc vahies hot dltectcd

tow«ds cbmge which will move labor -irl atIons In this Coontry away bom a aysten based aoMy
adventarhil combat and towirds a tryntem gronnded In mutual tigiits and mntual tesponslblDtlea bol

which encoorages and bnlMi xi[<on tebor manfl|tmrtt collaboration rather than conflict, lie b
eminently «)iuilined ai a choice for Chih of the Natloflal Labor Rebtlona Boaid. Tbe leadership ha

effen wID be i long OTerdoe voice for change.
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Patrick N. McTcagoe
Cootiset,
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The Chairman. The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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